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The University Center 
The University Center is considered by many students as a focal point of activities. It is a place to come before, in-between an 
after classes to relax, meet with friends, eat and perhaps sleep, see a show, get involved in activities, purchase items, or get one 
mail. It is indeed a student center. 
The Center offers many services such as the barbershop, bookstore, cashier, food services, health services, mailroo 
information-communications center, Student Activities, Student Affairs, Food Services, and the very active Student Governme 
Association - with its subdivisions - the Avion Newspaper, the Phoenix Yearbook, and the Entertainment Committee. 
Where else can you see a multitude of balloons floating at various heights advertising a special activity, or have a room full 
students stop and shout when a dish falls and breaks on the University Center floor You can find a release from the stress of t 
classrooms, your nose gets a new sensation from the grill aromas filtering up to the second floor, something is always happening 
your University Center. 


The Lindberg Center 
The Lindberg Center offers many different services to the Embry-Riddle student so that he or she can learn about math, physical 
and social sciences. humanities and computer technology. 
This area of the university includes the Learning Resources Center (but as of this May - the new Jack R. Hunt Memorial Library 
will be a separate and focal point on this campus!). This center provides special support to the unique needs of the Daytona Beach 
Campus. 
The Lindberg Center also offers classrooms. computer and physical science laboratories (where students may get the opportunity 
to delete, purge, probe or formulate). This needed course work is used by every academic program to learn basic and complemen-
tary materials, to acquire education and in this way, begin the creation of a better future. 
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The Bachelor of Science Degree in Aeronautical Engln(tering prepares the student for a career in aeronauticat Anl'ffnAm'llli 
graduate studies in this field Career areas include aerQSpaee vehlcle and propt.dslon S)'Jtem ~ch. defjgn • 
ground and flight testing - production, field and Raison engineering. 


Aviation Maintenance Technology 
Aviation Maintenance programs are designed to meet the needs of individuals whose backgrounds may include a variety of ex-
periences, skills and FAA ratings. These programs can accommodate individuals with no aircraft maintenance experience as 
well as those who hold FAA maintenance certificates with Airframe or Powerplant ratings. 
Programs include Aircraft Maintenance, Aircraft Maintenance Management, Aviation Maintenance Technology, Aviation 
Technology and Avionics Maintenance Technology - mainly offered in the Samuel Goldman Maintenance Technology Center. 
This center offers the Embry-Riddle student the opportunity of working with real engines and airframe equipment to provide the 
student enough training and experience skills which will be needed after graduation. The training includes general maintenance, 
overhaul, repair and modification of aircraft. It also offers an advantage toward obtaining the ultimate goal - a good job, a future 
in the aviation industry. 
Flight Line 
Embry-Riddle Flight programs include Aeronautical Science, Aeronautical Studies and Aviation safety programs which aid 
students in their common goal of the "conquest of the sky." 
The main goals of the flight programs are to prepare the student for an aviation career, or to continue training students i 
graduate level programs. In addition to academic degrees, students are qualified to be examined for the FAA Commercial Pila 
Certificates with instrument and multi-engine ratings, as they progress in their classes. 
The Gill Robb Wilson Flight Center offers classrooms and flight simulators used to train students before they begin actually fly 
ing, and offer advanced simulated training as they progress. The Flight Line's "H" Building houses a weather room and an air 
craft circulation area which coordinates with flight line activities to better service the student and to provide flight and groun 
safety. 
The Flight line holds up to 31 single engine airplanes (Cessna 172) and ten twin engine aircraft (Seminole) . These aircraft ar 
the beginnings of flight training for many of the students and may prepare these future pilots into the excitement, the struggle 
the need for safety and preparation for the unknown that will make them the best pilots of tomorrow. 


Dormitories 
Many first year students here, and several upper-level students live in University-managed housing at E-RAU. They are special 
places. Each is unique in itself, yet the experience of living places. Each is unique in itself, yet the experience of living in the 
dorms will be thought of, fondly, (for the most part) , in future years. 
With 348 students in Residence Hall One, 414 students in Residence Hall Two, 159 students in Apartment Complex One, and 
225 students in Complex Two - the impact of these resident students is felt by all. From the fun nights planned out by the Pro-
gramming Board, to the pizzas for twenty in the dorms, to multi-body sun bathing in the summer - to Christmas decorating and 
Halloween costume designing; the dorm students are a real fun bunch. 
Strange smells, questionable devices on doorways, roaches, and out-door phone calls in 30 degree temperatures sometimes 
makes life a bit much, but the closeness, and special times, the special life we have here at E-RAU, supersedes the rough spots. 
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James P. Abarno Maria G. Abisellan 
Ivan D. Acosta William Aholu 
Laurie A. Aldrow Saad Nasser Almaskari 
ABARNO, JAMES P. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, Major: Aviation Maintenance Technology, 
ACHIEVEMENTS: Private Pilot, Dispatcher License, A & P License, 
Karate Club, Radio Controlled Model Airplane Club. HOME ADDRESS: 
28 Peggy Rd., East Brunswick, N.J. 08816 
ABISEWAN, MARIA G. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Sigma Phi Delta Frater-
nity, HOME ADDRESS: 1220 S. Nova Rd., Daytona Beach, Fla. 32014 
ABRAHAM, LEONARD P. 
BS. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: 133 Ridgewood Dr., 
Longwood, Fla. 32750 
ABUSHOUSHA, MOHAMED I. 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, HOME ADDRESS: Abudhabi, PO 
Box 401, U.A.E. 
A COST A, IVAN D. 
B.S. Aviation Management 
AHOLU, WILLIAM KWADZO 
B.S. Professional Aeronautics, HOME ADDRESS: 204 N. Caroline 
St.,#F-1, Daytona Beach, Fla. 32014 
Leonard P. Abrahams Mohamed J. Abushousha 
Lisa A. Aiello David W. Alderman 
Jawad A. Amad Eric Alan Anderson 
AIELLO, LISA A. 
B.S Computer Science, HOME ADDRESS: 500 Shadow Lakes Blvd., Or-
mond Beach, Fla. 3207 4 
ALDERMAN, DAVID WAYNE 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, HOME ADDRESS: 160 E. 
Grace St., Deland, Fla. 32724 
ALDROW, LAURIE 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Future Professional Women 
in Aviation (3,4), HOME ADDRESS: 12289 Buffalo Rd., Springville, N.Y 
14141 
ALMASKARI, SAAD NASSER 
B.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Airframe & Powerplant 
Certificate, member in Eagle Club (volleyball), HOME ADDRESS: 101-C 
Wood Duck Circle, Daytona Beach, Fla. 32017 
AMAD, JAWAD A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, HOME ADDRESS: 1000 Hummingbird 102, 
Daytona Beach, Fla. 32014 
ANDERSON, ERIC ALAN 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Commercial-Instrument, 
ASMEL, CF!, American Association of Airport Executives, Stage 
Manager - Entertainment Committee, Daytona Beach Rugby Team, 
Embry-Riddle Baseball Team 
Jordan C.H. Antoniadis Sheikh M. Asif-Ali 
Thomas E. Bailey Charles John Ballaro 
Jack A. Baron James M. Baron 
ANTONIADIS, JORDAN CH. 
A.S. Aircraft Maintenance Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Member of 
Hellenic Club "Icarus", HOME ADDRESS: 210 Goldfinch, 103, Daytona 
Beach, Fla. 32014 
ASIF-ALI, SHEIKH M. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Bachelor of Science 
honors in Mathematics. Captain of Cricket Team in Karachi University 
ATMORE, VAN DALE 
B.S. Professional Aeronautics, ACHIEVEMENTS: Club member of 
Brothers of the Wind, American Association of Airport Executives. 
HOME ADDRESS: 334 "D" St., Lake Wales, Fla. 33853 
BAILEY, JOHN E. 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Scuba Club, 
1-4, Water Ski Club, 1-2 
BAILEY, THOMAS E. 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, HOME ADDRESS: 852 Fairway 
Dr., Palatine, Illinois 60067 
BALLARO, CHARLESJOHN 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: President, Screaming 
Eagles -instructor, V. P.: Member -AIAA, Secretary-Swimming Club. 
HOME ADDRESS: 11061 N.W. 23rd Ct., Coral Springs, Fla. 33065 
Van Dale Atmore John E. Bailey 
Dan J. Barabasz Susan Lyn Barlow 
Francisco E. Barrero Eric Bastien 
BARABASZ, DAN J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, A.S. Aircraft Maintenance Technology, HOME 
ADDRESS: 20 W. 171 Middaugh, Lemont, Ill. 60439 
BARLOW, SUSAN LYN 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: CFll, ASMEL, Exec. V.P. 
Management Club-84-85, Student Representative to choose sorority, 
Snow Ski Club-83-84, Who's Who, Orientation Leader-84-85, HOME 
ADDRESS: 101 Mound Ave., Dravosburg, Pa. 15034 
BARON, JACK A. 
B.S. Aviation Administration, HOME ADDRESS: 87 Silber Ave., 
Beth page, N. Y. 11714 
BARON, JAMES M. 
B.S. Aviation Administration, HOME ADDRESS: 15 O'Hara, Edison, N.J. 
08837 
BARRERO, FRANCISCO E. 
8.8. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Pres. , Aero-Espanic 
Society-82, lntegrant of E-RAU Soccer Team-82-83, HOME ADDRESS: 
PO Box 145 College Pt., N.Y.11356 
BASTIAN, ERIC 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 1510 Nostrand, 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11226 
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Mark E. Borger Jean Robert Borno 
Lary T. Branderburg Gregory C. Briner 
Peter R. Brotherton Mathias Bulow 
BORGER, MARK E. 
B.S. Aviation Technology with Avionics. HOME ADDRESS: Schlentz Hill 
Rd., Pipersville. PA.13947 
BORNO, JEAN-ROBERT A. 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, HOME ADDRESS: Box 363 Mend-
ttam. NJ. 07945 
BOWMAN, CYNTHIA L. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, Major: Aviation Maintenance Technology, 
ACHIEVEMENTS: Entertainment Committe (2) ,Scuba Club (1) .Water 
Ski Club (1). HOME ADDRESS: P.O. Box 153 ,Cleona, PA. 17042 
BEANCHE, MICHAEL F. 
S.S. Aviation Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 19 Milaner Ave., Albany, 
NY. 12203 
BRANDERBURG, LARRY THOMAS 
S.S. Aeronautical Science. A.S. Aviation Computer Programing. 
ACHIEVEMENTS: American Association of Airport 
Executives ( 1983) ,Commertial/lnstrument-ASMEL (PILOT). National 
Dean's list (4 years). HOME ADDRESS: 2655 N. Maple Ct.,Canby, OR. 
97013 
BRINER, GREGORY CARL 
S.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Management Club (2,3). 
HOME ADDRESS: 35 Chateau Ct., Loudonville, NY. 12211 
Cynthia L. Bowman Micheal F. Brawche 
Brad W. Brittan Kevin P. Brosnihan 
Richard H. Bosch Jinty Ann Butler 
BRITTAN, BRAD W. 
B.S. Aviation Management, HOME ADDRESS: 344 Country Club, 
Ballwin, Mo. 63011 
BROSNIHAN, KEVIN P. 
S.S. Aircraft Maintenance Technology, MAJOR: Aircraft Engineering 
Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Aircraft & Powerplant License. E-RAU 
Intramural Street Hockey, HOME ADDRESS: 3 Haynes St., Enfield, Ct. 
06082 
BROTHERTON, PETER R. 
S.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Air Force ROTC, Resident 
Advisor, Yearbook Photographer, HOME ADDRESS: 5 Saddle Ridge 
Rd., Wilton, Ct. 06897 
BULOW, MATTHIAS 
B.S. ·Aeronautical Science. HOME ADDRESS: 3003 Runnenberg Lane, 
Huhestrasse ZA, West Germany 
BUSCH, RICHARD H. 
S.S. Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: E-RAU Storm Riders. 
HOME ADDRESS: 8016 Carita Ct., Bethesda. Md 20817 
BUTLER, JINTY ANN 
8.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Sigma Phi Delta 
-Secretary. Alumni Secretary-3,4; HOME ADDRESS: 359 Orange 
Blossom, South Daytona, Fl. 32019 
Robert J. Butler 
Philip M. Canton Micheal G. Cantwell 
William A. Carey Lynn Carter 
BUTLER, ROBERT JOHN 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Golf Club (1-4) Vice-
President of the Club (3,4) ,Reserve Officers Association ( 1-4). Sports: 
Volleyball (3). HOME ADDRESS: 1264 Patriot Place, Daytona Beach, 
FL. 32019 
BYRD, TERRY LYNN 
B.S. Aviation Administration, HOME ADDRESS: Rt. 5, Box 182F, Staun-
ton, Va. 24401 
CAICEDO, ROBERT V. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, A.S. Aeronautical Studies. ACHIEVEMENTS: 
Naval Aviation Club-3, AAAE-3,4, Vets Club-3, Management Club-4, 
HOME ADDRESS: 12810 Broadmore Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20904 
CAMPBELL, JOHN C. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: C/O Arena\ 23, 
Madrid, Spain 28013 
CANTON, PHILIP MICHAEL 
B.S. Aviation Administration 
CANTWELL, MICHAEL GEORGE 
B.S. Computer Science. ACHIEVEMENTS: Entertainment Committee-2. 
Computer Science Club-4, Intramural Football-3, Softball-3,4, Hockey-
2,3. HOME ADDRESS: 13311 Farm Crest Court, Midlothian, Va. 23113 
Robert V. Caicedo John C. Campbell 
Rudolph W. Cappe Gus A. Carbonell 
Mark N. Carter Raymond L. Casey 
CAPPE, RUDOLPH WAYNE 
B.S. Aviation Technology, MAJOR: Flight, HOME ADDRESS: 7325 S.W. 
101 Ct., Miami, Fla. 33173 
CARBONELL, GUS A. 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: President -American 
Association of Airport Executives, E-RAU Management Club, Society for 
Advancement of Management. Eta Mu Sigma Honor Society, Student 
Co-op Advisory Council, HOME ADDRESS: 17336 N.W. 61 Ct., South 
Miami Lakes. Fla. 33015 
CAREY, WILLIAM A. ' 
B.S. Management, MAJOR: Aviation Administration. ACHIEVEMENTS: 
American Association of Airport Executives (National members) , 
Management Club. Naval Aviation Club, HOME ADDRESS: 908 18th 
Terr., Key West. Fla. 33040 
CARTER, LYNN 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: 1801 S.E. 14 St., Ft. 
Lauderdale, Fla. 33316 
CARTER, MARK MURRAY 
B.S. Aviation Technology, MAJOR: Avionics, ACHEIVEMENTS: National 
Dean's List (1,2), President-E-RAU "Stormriders" Surf Club (4), 
HOME ADDRESS: PO Box 126, Windermere, Fla. 32786 
CASEY, RAYMOND L. 
B.S. Aviation Management, A.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: 
Eta Mu Sigma Honor Society, Who's Who-3, Pres. (HME) Av. Mgt. 
Honor Soc. (4). National Dean's List (1-4), ODK National Leadership 
Honor Society (3). Captain-Knucks-1-4,Jay Adams Scholarship (4). 
Private Pilot (2), V.P. Mktg. Mgt. Club (3), Co-op Advisory Council (2) 23 
Christopher Cashmareck .Jean Marie Cassese 
Lisa V. Ceccio Philip J. Ceccio 
Frank C. Cerbone Cortney Chambos 
Jose A. Charez Robert Chin 
24 
CASHMARECK, CHRISTOPHER J. 
S.S. Aeronautical Studies, Engineering Sciences, ACHIEVEMENTS: 
CFI License, HOME ADDRESS: 3 Oak Gardens, Shamokin, Pa. 
17872 
CASSESE, JEAN MARIE 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: AAAE Club, Manage-
ment Club, 99's Club, HOME ADDRESS: 13 Joyce Ave.,Massape-
qua, NY., 11758 
CECCIO, LISA V. 
S.S. Computer Science,A.S. Avionics, ACHIEVEMENTS: FCC 
Radio-telephone License, HOME ADDRESS: 2322 S. Palmetto 6 
South Daytona, FL. 32014 
CECCIO, PHILIP J. 
S.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Brown Belt Tae-Kwon-Do 
Korean Academy of Martial Arts, HOME ADDRESS: 2322 S. Palmet-
to Ave., South Daytona, FL. 32014 
CERBONE, FRANK CARL 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: CFl-1, Corbette Club of 
Daytona Beach ( 1-4), Italian Club (3,4), Sports: Racquetball (3,4), 
HOME ADDRESS: 120 Park Rd.,Parsippary, NJ. 07054 
CHAMBUS, CORFNEY M. 
A.S. Aviation Maintenance Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 1200 
Beville Rd. #40,Daytona Beach, FL. 32014 
CHAVEZ, JOSE A. 
A.S. Avionics Maintenance Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 1823 
Carolina Ave., Ormond Beach, FL. 32074 
CHIN, ROBERT 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Dean's list (6 
times) ,Honor Roll (3 times) ,Commercial/Instrument ASMEL,CFl-
ASEL,Flight Leadership.A & P License, Sports: Football.Softball, 
HOME ADDRESS: 741 White Plains Rd. Bronx, NY. 10473 
Herbert Chua Christopher Clark 
Bertram Clarke Richard Clay 
David Cockrell Thomas Conard Ill 
John Condia Mathew Cooper 
CHUA, HERBERT A. 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 808 Asun-
cion St., Binondo, Manila, Philippines. 
CLARK, CHRISTOPHER W. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Comm. l,AMSEL, A & P 
License, Vet's Club, Dean's List Sports: Football, Softball, HOME 
ADDRESS: 109 Kings Way, Satellite Beach, FL. 32014 
CLARKE, BERTRAM LLOYD 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Christian 
Fellowship Club, International Cricket Club.Management Club, HOME 
ADDRESS: 1408 Cadillac Dr., Holly Hill, FL. 32017 
CLAY, RICHARD 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Commercial Pilot 
License, Multi-Engine, Instrument Ratings.Sigma Tau Delta ( 1-
3) ,President (4) ,Eta Mu Sigma (3,4) ,Creations Contributor/Editor 
(3,4) 
COCKRELL, DAVID ALAN 
B.S. Aviation Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 1203 Briar 
Rd.,Jacksonville, FL.32211 
CONNARD Ill, THOMAS M. 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: SGA President (84-
85) , Lambda Chi Alpha, Member ERAU Board of Trustees, Board of 
Directors, American Heart Association, American Association of Air-
port Executives, Private Pilot. HOME ADDRESS: 215 Dallas Dr.,S 
Lake Suzy, FL. 33821 
CONDIA, JOHN 
B.S. Computer Science, HOME ADDRESS: 307 Lafayette Rd.,N. 
Babylon, NY.11704 
COOPER, MATHEW C. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: Roe Francois Ja-
quiez No 13, Chene Rourg Geneva Switzerland 1225 
25 
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Scott Cooper Eugene Corbett 
David Corwith Adama 8. Coulibaly 
Mark Creager Duane F. Creger 
COOPER,SCOTT H. 
S.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS:5 Fage Rd. Newark, De. 
19711 
CORBETT, EUGENE A. 
8.S. Aviation Management,ACHIEVEMENT:Football, Basketball, 
American Association of Airport Executives, HOME ADDRESS: 1213 
Decatur St, N.W. Wash., D.C. 20011 
CORCORAN, CONSTANCE M. 
B.A. Aeronautical Science. HOME ADDRESS: 3015 Mt Auster Rd. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15~ 14 
CORNEAU, MAX J. 
S.S. Aeronautical Science,ACHIEVEMENTS:Cadet Col. Army R.O.T.C., 
Avion Newspaper, Delta Chi,HOME ADDRESS: 36 Grove Av. Westerly 
Rt. 02891 
CORWITH, DAVID W. 
8.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Ski Club, Amateur Radio 
Club, HOME ADDRESS: 358 Head of Pond Rd. Water Mill, N.Y. 11976 
COULIBALY,ADAMA B. 
S.S. Aeronautical.ACHIEVEMENTS: CFI, CFll, Multi-engine instructor, 
8.G.I, LG.I., A.G.L,HOME ADDRESS: Ivory Coast BPV 56 Abidjan 
COX, JONR. 
Constance Corcoran Max Corneau 
Jon Cox Beth Crawley 
Francis Croffie Warren Crotty 
8.S. Aviation Technology, MAJOR: Avionics, ACHIEVEMENTS: Omicron 
Delta Kappa, Eta Mu Sigma, Management Club, Avionics Club.HOME 
ADDRESS: RR 3 Osseo, Wisc. 54798 
CRAWLEY, BETH 
8.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: CFll, Weather Lab Assis-
tant, National Dean's List, L-5,HOME ADDRESS: 1011 Carter Dr. N.E. 
Atlanta, Ga.303 i9 
CREAGER, MARK W. 
S.S. Aeronautical Engineering.HOME ADDRESS: 11712 Gehr Road, 
Waynesboro PA. 17268 -
CREGER, DUANE F. 
S.S. Aeronautical Science,ACHIEVEMENTS:Commercial Pilot 
Single/ Multi-engine, lnstrument,CFI Instruments Single/ engine 
land, HOME ADDRESS: 7 41 Greenway PL Daytona Beach Fla, 32014 
CROFFIE, FRANCIS B.K. 
8.S. Aviation and Airport Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: American 
Association of Airport Executives, Management Club, Entertainment Ad-
visory Board, HOME ADDRESS: 1620 Woodcrest Dr 5 Daytona Beach 
FL 32014 
CROTTY WARREN T. 
B.S Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: Management Club, 
HOME ADDRESS: 143 Miramar Ave. Royal Palm Beach, FL 3341 
Susan Crownhart Thomas Curtis 
Fredrico A. Dao Hossin Darmani 
Gil J. DeGeorge Joseph Delai 
CROWNHART, SUSAN A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: A.A.A.E., HOME AD-
DRESS: 217 Elm St. No. Syracuse, N.Y. 13212 
CURTIS, THOMAS H. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Vice-Pres. Colony Country 
Club, Tau Kappa Epsilon, A.S.E.L., C.F.1., Dispatcher. HOME ADDRESS: 
5717 Hermit pass Colorado Springs, Colo. 80917 
CVET ANO VIC, NEBOJSA 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering.ACHIEVEMENTS: Chess Club, HOME 
ADDRESS: 5845 Cable Ave. Cleveland, Oh. 44127 
CYRANTOWSKI, MICHAEL J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, HOME ADDRESS: 414 B. Lafayette St. Port 
Orange Fl. 32019 
DAO, FEDERICO A. 
B.S. Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: Commercial instr., F.E. 
B727,HOME ADDRESS: 14221 S.W. 88 St. 408 Miami, Fl. 33186 
DARMANI, HOSSEIN A. 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology HOME ADDRESS: 121 Fleming Av. 
Port Orange, Fl. 32019 
Nebojsa Cvetanovic Michael Cyrankouski 
Andrew Deeds Amy L. DeForest 
Joseph Dell' Arciprete Peter Den Blanken 
DEEDS, E. A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Navy Club, Football, 
Hockey, LaCrosse, AFROTC, CFI, MEI 
DEFOREST, AMYL. 
B.S. Air Transportation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Vice-Pres. 
Future Professional Women in Aviation, HOME ADRESS: 53 Birchwood 
Ave. Dayton, Oh. 45405 
DEGEORGE, GIL J. 
B.S Aviation Technician, ACHIEVEMENTS: Phoenix Yearbook Member, 
Karate Club, Resident Advisor, HOME ADDRESS: 140 Ridge Rd. 
Highland Mills, NY. 10930 
DELAI JOSEPH T. 
8.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: A.F.R.O.TC, Flag 
Football, Softball, Volleyball, Arnold Air Society, Reserve Officers 
Association, HOME ADDRESS: 18 Baker Rd. Redina. Mass. 01867 
DELL' ARCIPRETE, JOSEPH L. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies. ACHIEVEMENTS: A.F.R.O.T.C. Drill Team, 
Arnold Air Society, Area Commander for Arnold Air Society, HOME 
ADDRESS: 805 Homestead Rd. Havertown, Pa. 19083 
DEN BLANKEN, PETER 
8.S. Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: National Deans List. 
Management Club, AAAE, International Business Division, Sailing Club, 
Trimester Honors, HOME ADDRESS: Apartado 10176 Maracaibo 4002a 
Vzla. S.A. 
27 
Roy Dennison Joseph Diana 
Edward Dickinson Robert D. Dixon 
Anthony Dolan Gary Donato 
Francis Donohue Jr Brian Dougherty 
28 
DENNISON, ROY R. 
B.S. Avionics, ACHIEVEMENTS: Deans List, A & P License, Private 
Pilots License, HOME ADDRESS: 4606 Burkey Rd. Youngstown, Oh. 
44515 
DIANA, JOSEPH E. 
B.S. Air Studies, ACHIEVEMENT: A.F.R.O.T.C., Sigma Chi, Reserve 
Officer Association, Intramural Hockey Captain, Intramural Football, 
Deans List, Honor Roll, HOME ADDRESS: 5163 Vermack Dr. 
Dunwoody,Ga.30338 
DICKINSON, EDWARD R. 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, Home Address: 68 Hen-
dricks Dr., Morris Plains, N.J. 07950 
DIXON, ROBERT D. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Avion Advert ising 
Mng., Phoenix Business Mng., Society for Collegiate Journalist, L-5 
Secretary, Comm-I, ASMEL-CFI, HOME ADDRESS: Wilcox Rd. RDI 
Trafford, Pa. 15085 
DOLAN, ANTHONY P. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Intramural Football 
and Soccer, Naval Aviation Club, Dean's List, HOME ADDRESS: 
4539 Glendale Rd. Dale City, Va. 22193 
DONATO, GARY R. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: R.O.T.C., HOME 
ADDRESS:226 Rockingham Rd. Pitts., Pa. 15235 
DONOHUE, FRANCIS J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Commercial Pilot, 
A.M.E.L., C.F.I., Dispatcher, Veterans Club, HOME ADDRESS: 3982 
Kingsberry Rd. Seaford N.Y. 11783 
DOUGHERTY, BRIAN K. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies ACHIEVEMENTS: A.F.R.O.T.C., 
Navigator-WSO, Chief of Training-Hatchet Man., Football, Softball, 
HOME ADDRESS: 1728 Almond St. Williamsport, Pa. 17701 
David Dowdell Christopher Dubois 
Douglas Dunkle Daniel H. Eberhardt . Jr. 
Otto Eichmann . Jr. Philip Ekberg 
Sandra Eldred Joseph Elias 
DOWDELL, DAVID B. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: 504 South 
Webster,Scranton, FL. 18505 
DUBOIS, CHRISTOPHER D. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: 6763 Calderon 
Cr., Memphis, TN. 38119 
DUNK EV, DOUGLAS ARTHUR 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: RR1 Box 
150,Queenstous, MD. 21658 
EBERHARDT DANIEL H.Jr. 
B.S. Professional Aeronuatics, HOME ADDRESS: Rt 4 Box 463, 
Elkhorn, WI. 53121 
EICHMANN JR., OTTO 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: AIAA (1-
4) ,SIGMA GAMMA TAU (3,4), HOME ADDRESS: 6105 NW 
18St.,Margate, FL. 33063 
EKBERG, PHILIP 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: ATP MEL, 
CFI/ AIM, HOME ADDRESS: 1400 S. Nova Rd., 398 Daytona Beach, 
FL. 32014 
ELDRED, SANDRA 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: 
Data Processing Management Club-Secretary 1 year, Karate Club 3 
years, Computer Club, Skidiving Club, Future Professional Women in 
Aviation, HOME ADDRESS: 437 B N Oleander Ave.,Daytona Beach, 
FL. 32018 
ELIAS, JOSEPH BARRY 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: P.O.Box 80 Podt of 
Spain, Trinidad WI. 
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Joseph Elm Michael Elmes 
John Eppolito Peter Esimaje 
William A. Eyzaguirre Nicholas P. Fasano 
ELM, JOSEPH RUSSELL 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ALPHA ET A RHO, ACHIEVEMENTS: Avion 
Newspaper/Staff Reporter.Sports Editor, Business Manager (2-4), 
Alumni Secretary (2-4) ,Society of Collegiate Journalists (3,4) ,National 
Dean's List.Intramural sports ( 1-4). HOME ADDRESS: Westgate 
Terrace, Carmel, NY. 10512 
ELMES, MICHAEL J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, USMC 2nd Lt.,CFl,Commer-
cial/lnstrument/Multi Engine Rating.USMC PLC Club, HOME AD-
DRESS: Box 223, Thompson, Ct. 06277 
ENGLEHART, DAVID C. 
B.S. Computer Science with Aviation Applications, ACHIEVEMENTS: 
Yoshvkai Karate ( 1), HOME ADDRESS: 20 Ariel Way,Avion, Ct. 06001 
ENSLEN, WILLIAM W. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Veteran's Associa-
tion (3) ,ETA MU SIGMA, Aviation Management Honor 
Society (1) ,A & P.Dean's list (2), HOME ADDRESS: 1400 W. 28 
St.,Miami. FL. 33140 
EPPOLITO, JOHN 
' B.S. Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: Private Pilot, Multi 
Engine Rating, HOME ADDRESS: 202 Howarz St.,Canastota, NY., 
13032 
ESIMAJE, PETER 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology 
David Englehart William Enslen 
Benjamin Essex James Ewart 
Peter Fata Brooks B. Faurot 
ESSEX, EUGENE BENJAMIN 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: AFROTC, Sports: 
Football, Hockey, U.S. Air Force Reserves 
EWART, JAMES LOUIS Ill 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Computer Science 
Club (2) ,National Dean's List (1,2) ,Management Club (2-4) ,Who's Who 
in American Colleges and Universities (4), Sports: Baseball, HOME 
ADDRESS: 9 Branch Drive.Smithtown, NY. 
EYZAGUIRRE, WILLIAM A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Avion Entertainment 
Editor, Advertising Manager, Army R..O.T.C. Airborne Qualified, HOME 
ADDRESS: 720 Rivergak Atlanta, Ga. 30338 
FASANO, NICHOLAS P. 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Alpha Eta Rho, 
Pledgemaster, Secretary. Pres., Treasurer, Inter-Fraternity Council 
Representative, Softball, Hockey, Football, Volleyball, A.F.R.O.T.C. Drill 
Tea!Jl( Management Club Vice President of Finance, HOME 
ADDRESS: 109 No. Jefferson Ave. Lindenhurst, N.Y. 11757 
FATA, PETER 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Reserve Officers Assoc., 
Programming Board, AFROTC Drill Team. 
FAUROT, BROOKS B. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Vice-Pres. Sigma Phi 
Delta, Treasurer AIAA , Sigma Tau Delta, IFC, HOME ADDRESS: 281 
Rosario St. St.Augustine, Fl. 32086 
William N. Faust Francesco C. Favazza 
Leonardo A. Fernandez Peter Ferraro 
David E. Fisher Michael R. Florkowski 
FAUST, WILLIAM N. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Multi-Engine, Commercial, 
Instrument, C.F.I., HOME ADDRESS: 326 Austin Ave. Barrington, N.J. 
08007 
FAVAZZA, FRANCESCO C. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Vice-Pres. International 
Student Association, Pres. Italian-American Club, Student Court. ODK, 
Deans List, Commercial, Instrument, Multi-Engine, HOME ADDRESS: 
19958 Clairview Ct. Grosse Pointe Woods, Mich. 48236 
FELICE,JOHN C. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: A.F.R.O.T.C., HOME 
ADDRESS: 24 Willard Av. Totowa, N.J. 07512 
FENNER, STEPHEN C. 
B.S. Air Studies, HOME ADDRESS: 1048 Gary Blvd. Daytona, Fl. 32014 
FERNANDEZ, LEONARD A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Karate Club, Resident Ad-
visor. Community Concert Choir, National Student Music Assoc., Na-
tional Deans List, Who's Who in Colleges, HOME ADDRESS: 20 N. 
Bayview Ave. Freeport, N.Y. 11520 
FERRARO, PETER J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, A.C.E.T., ACHIEVEMENTS: Ultimate 
Frisbee, Softball, Volleyball, L-5, AIAA, Co-op, HOME ADDRESS: 14 
Adeane Dr. Rochester, N.Y. 14624 
John Felice Stephen Fenner 
William H. Findiesen Jr Keith M. Firsching 
Gary M. Foley Domingos Lopes Fontes 
FINDIESEN, WILLIAM H. JR. 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS:Airframe and Powerplant 
License, Pres. Management Club, Softball, Omicron Delta Kappa, Eta 
Mu Sigma. Who's Who. Deans List. Maintenance Technology Fellowship, 
Sigma Tau Delta, HOME ADDRESS: Rd.#3 Box 420 Veroennes, Vt. 
05491 
FIRSCHING, KEITH M. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Arnold Air Society Com-
mander. Deans List, Honor Roll, HOME ADDRESS: 67-11 Myrtle Ave. 
Glendale, N.Y. 11385 
FISHER, DAVID E. 
B.S. Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: Softball, Volleyball, Golf 
Club, HOME ADDRESS: 1114 Toler Pl. Norfolk, Va. 23503 
FLORKOWSKI, MICHAEL'R. 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Computer Science Club, U.S. 
Marine PLC Club, HOME ADDRESS: 249 Stane Ave. Yonkers, N.Y. 
10701 
FOLEY, GARY M. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies. ACHIEVEMENTS: Reserve Officers Associa-
tion, Arnold Air Society, A.F.R.O.T.C., HOME ADDRESS: 10940 N.W. 21 
St. Sunrise, Fl. 33322 
FONTES, DOMINGOS L. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Management Club, AAAE, 
Tae Kwon Do, HOME ADDRESS: 430 Bowdoin St. Dorchester, Ma. 
02122 
31 
Joshua Fowler Bryce C. Francis 
Scott Frister Elisabeth Ann Funaro 
Eva Marie Funaro David Frink 
Joseph Gadaleta Eduardo Galicia 
32 
FOWLER, JOSHUA D. 
B.S. Airport Transportation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Pres. 
Brothers of The Wind, Softball, Football, National Deans List, Chill Phi 
Chill, Basketball, HOME ADDRESS: 11 Astor Ave. St.James, N.Y. 
11780 
FRANCIS, BRYCE C. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, HOME ADDRESS: 523 Land 0 Lakes 
Deland, Fl. 32724 
FUNARO, ELIZABETH A. 
B.S. Air Transportation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: L-5, Cam-
pus Ministry, 99's, Alpha Eta Rho, AAAE, Omicron Delta Kappa, Eta 
Mu Sigma, HOME ADDRESS: 1930 S. Lambert St. Philadelphia, Pa. 
19145 
FUNARO, EVA MARIE A. 
B.S. Air Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: L-5 Vice-Pres., Omicron Delta 
Kappa Pres., Eta Mu Sigma, Alpha Eta Rho,AAAE, Bowling Team 
Capt., HOME ADDRESS: 1938 S. Lambert St. Phila., Pa. 19145 
FRINK, DAVID D. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: 100 Forest Lake Blvd. 
Daytona Bch., Fl. 32019 
GADALET A, JOSEPH S. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Dean's List, HOME 
ADDRESS: 6 York Pl. Williston Park, NY. 11596 
GALICIA, EDUARDO R. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: Maldonado 50 
Madrid 6 Spain 
David Gallagher John Gallihugh 
Ruben Garcia Licinio Garcia Escobar 
Abdu Gariani John Garnett 
Thomas Gately Jr Dennis Geary 
GALLAGHER, DAVID JOHN 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Surf Club 
(4 years), HOME ADDRESS: 405 Hiwkson Blrd .. Ridley Plc.,PA. 
19078 
GALLIHUGH, JOHN CRAIG 
B.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Avionics Club, HOME 
ADDRESS: 9635 Percussion Way.Vienna, VA. 22180 
GARCIA, RUBEN 
B.S. Aviation Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 1400 So. Nova Road, 
Daytona Beach, FL. 32014 
GARCIA-ESCOBAR, LICINIO MARTIN 
S.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: National Dean's 
List, Beyond The Horizon Staff, HOME ADDRESS: Carretera 
Panamericana KM 63, Santa Ana, El Salvador. 
GARIANI, ABDU M. 
S.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Manage-
ment Club, HOME ADDRESS: 1612 Woodcrest Drive, Daytona 
Beach, FL. 32019 
GARNETT, JOHN WILLIAM 
S.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: American Institute 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics (2-4), Physics Lab Instructor (4), 
HOME ADDRESS: 11785 Lorento Woods Court. Jacksonville, FL. 
32223 
GATELY, JR. THOMAS T. 
S.S. 'Aviation Maintenance Management, HOME ADDRESS: 2021 
Magnolia, South Daytona, FL. 32019 
GEARY, DENNIS R. 
S.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Assoc. Member of 
Veteran's Club (3,4), Navy Club (4), Softball, Private Pilot License 
(2), Commercial/Instrument Ratings (4), Multi/Instrument Rating 
(4), CFI (4), HOME ADDRESS: 206 Lee Road, Follansbee, West 
Virginia 26037 
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Zachary Getman Nicholas Giannakas 
Karen Gooch Francisco Gomes 
Carla Gratosky Jerry Greiner 
GETMAN, ZACHARY JAMES 
B.S Aviation Administration, HOME ADDRESS: 4601 Clyde Morris 
Blvd., Port Orange, FL. 32019 
GIANNAKAS, NICHOLAS 
S.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Hellenic Club, Society for 
the Achievement of Management. HOME ADDRESS: 376 Wilson Ave .. 
Fort Lee, NJ 07024 
GOLOMBEK, MARKUS MICHAEL 
S.S. Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: Italian American Club 
Secretary, AAAE, Management Club, Eta Mu Sigma, HOME ADDRESS: 
1331 S. Ocean Dr .. Ft. Lauderdale, FL. 33316 
GONZALEZ, MURIEL V. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: F.P.W.A.. A.F.A., 
A.S.A.P .. HOME ADDRESS: 592 S. Beach St., Ormond Beach, FL. 
32074 
GOOCH, KAREN R. 
S.S. Aviation Management, HOME ADDRESS: 469 West St., Ormond 
Beach, FL.32074 
GORNES, FRANCISCO D. 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Dean's List, 
Tennis, HOME ADDRESS: 200 Goldfinch, Daytona Beach, FL. 32014 
Markus M. Golombek Muriel Gonzalea 
Warren Gould Marsha Dione Grant 
Hendra Gunawan Erawna Gurovadoo 
GOULD, WARREN P. 
S.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Alpha Eta Rho (4). 
Surf Club (4), HOME ADDRESS: 127 Penrod St .. Johnstown, PA 15902 
GRANT, MARSHA DIONE 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Class President, Avian. 
Phoenix, Management Club, HOME ADDRESS: P.O. Box 5701, Nassau, 
NP, Bahamas 
GRATOSKY, CARLA MAY 
B.S. Aeronautical Science. ACHIEVEMENTS: Commercial Instrument 
ASMEL, CFll, HOME ADDRESS: RD 3, Box 92, Homer City, PA 15748 
GREINER, JERRY P. 
S.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: AIAA. Physics Lab In-
st .. PLC ( 1-3), HOME ADDRESS: 31 Scott Dr .. Bergenfield, NJ 07621 
GUNAWAN, HENDRA 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: 305 Meadows Ct. 161. 
Daytona Beach, FL :32014 
GURUVADOO, ERAWNA K. 
B.S. Professional Aeronautics, ACHIEVEMENTS: Air Traffic Controller, 
National Dean's List, HOME ADDRESS: Flamand St.. Malebourg. 
Mauritius 
Christopher Graham Stephen Gyuro 
Paul Halldorsson Mary Hambrose 
Jeffrey Hardin James Harper 
GRAHAM, CHRISTOPHER, IAN 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: DPMA, Computer Science 
Club, HOME ADDRESS: 718 Leland Ave., Plain Field, NJ 07062 
GYURO, STEPHEN DOUGLAS 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Sigma Phi Delta ( 1,2), Honor 
Roll, HOME ADDRESS: 28 Eastbrook Rd., Parsippany, NJ 07056 
HABLIL, OBAID A. 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Foreign Student 
Association, HOME ADDRESS: 1129 South Winds, Port Orange, FL 
32019 
HAGGERTY, DENNIS A. 
B.S. Aviation Technology.ACHIEVEMENTS: Veteran's Association 
Treasurer, Softball, Flag Football, Bowling, Dean's List, National Dean's 
List, HOME ADDRESS: 2 Ronnie Circle, Holly Hill, FL 32017 
HALLDORSSON, PAUL 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: Borgabraim 13, 
Helmanik, Iceland 
HAMBROSE, MARY F. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, MAJOR: Airline Transportation Management, 
ACHIEVEMENTS: SGA Representative, Entertainment Committee, 
Provost Award Committee, AAAE, HOME ADDRESS: RD2 Tuckerton 
RD., Medford, NJ 08055 
Obaid Hablil Dennis Haggerty 
Joseph Hamilton Zachary Hanoyan 
Robert Hardwick Jeffery Harnish 
HAMIL TON, JOSEPH F. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: A & P License, Private Pilot 
License, Radar Certificate, HOME ADDRESS: 4590 S. Atlantic 242, 
Ponce Inlet, FL 32019 
HANOYAN, ZACHARY SCOTT 
B.S. Aviation Administration, Aviation Management, HOME ADDRESS: 
209 Channing Rd., Belmont, MA 02178 
HARDIN, JEFFREY WAYNE 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, MAJOR: Aviation Technology, 
ACHIEVEMENTS: Reserve Officer's Association (1,2), Intramural 
Softball (1), AFROTC (1-4), Private Pilot Certificate, HOME ADDRESS: 
34 Cooper Rd., Denville, NJ 07834 
HARPER, JAMES M. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, A.S. Aviation Management, HOME 
ADDRESS: 14280 Passage Way, Largo, FL 33542 
HARDWICK, ROBERT EDWARD JR. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, A.S. Aeronautical Studies, MAJOR: Aviation 
Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Student Supervisor-Weather Facility, 
Omicrom Delta Kappa, Eta Mu Sigma, AOPA, L-5, CFI Commercial 
Instrument Multi-Engine Land, National Dean's List, HOME ADDRESS: 
3911 Gladney Dr., Doraville, GA 30340 
HARNISH, JEFFREY D. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 980 Canalview Blvd. J-7, 
Port Orange, FL 32019 
35 
Dale Harris Edwin Harris 
Micheal Harrison Matthew Hartgen 
WalterHasauskas Nasir Hashmi 
Eric Hausner Linda Down Hayes 
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HARRIS, DALE P. 
S.S. Professional Aeronautics, ACHIEVEMENTS: Veteran's Associa-
tion, Management Club, Eta Mu Sigma, HOME ADDRESS: 7043 Bret 
Harte Dr., San Jose, CA 95120 
HARRIS, EDWIN HENLEY 
S.S. Avionics Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 939 Sandcrest Dr., Port 
Orange, FL 32019 
HARRISON, MICHAEL L. 
S.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Avionics Club, Soccer, 
HOME ADDRESS: 302 Ballard Ave., Deland, FL 32724 
HARTGEN, MATTHEW McLEAN 
A.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 60 Mt. View 
Rd., Deerfield, NH 03037 
HASAUSKAS, WALTER P. 
HOME ADDRESS: 261 Ivy Dr. Wdby. Hts, N.J. 08097 
HASHMI, NASIR R. 
S.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: AIAA, AAAE, 
Private Pilot License, Dean's List, Tennis, Cricket, Karachi Aero Club 
HOME ADDRESS: 36 Forte Ave., Medford, NY 11763 ' 
HAUSNER, ERIC HEINZ 
S.S. Aeronautical Studies, MAJOR: Aviation Maintenance 
Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Army ROTC (2,3), A & P License, 
Flag Football, Private Pilot, HOME ADDRESS: 4921 N.E. 27 Terrace, 
Pompano Beach, FL 33064 
HAYES, LINDA DAWN 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Skydiving Club, 
HOME ADDRESS: 183 Westwood Dr., Daytona Beach, FL 32014 
Terry Edward Hayes David Hazen 
Leesa Hedgecoth David Heggem 
Mark Henkel Nestor A. Henriquez Jr 
Giovanni Hernandez Mark Hilborn 
HAVES, TERRY EDWARD 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: ROTC, HOME AD-
DRESS: 410 Donna Dr .. Anchorage, Alaska 99504 
HAZEN, DAVID R. 
B.S. Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: ERAU Programming 
Board (2), AAAE (4), Student Orientation Team (3), Honor Roll, 
Cooperative Education. 
HEDGECOTH, LEESA DuBOIS 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Dean's List, Who's 
Who, Weather Room Assistant, Aeronautical Science Tutor, Com-
mercial Instrument, SE/ME Land Pilot, HOME ADDRESS: 1877 
Retaw St .. Jacksonville, FL 32210 
HEGGEM, DAVID J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: 1216 Kennedy Rd .. 
Daytona Beach, FL 32017 
HENKEL, MARK G 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, MAJOR: Flight, ACHIEVEMENTS: PLC 
Member (1-3), Dean's List (2-4), Commercial Instrument, CFI, 
HOME ADDRESS: 8 Trouville Dr .. Parsippany, NJ 07054 
HENRIQUEZ, NESTOR ALEXANDER JR. 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: AAAE, 
PAMA. Managemenmt Club, Dean's List, International Business Divi-
sion, National Dean's List. Eta Mu Sigma, HOME ADDRESS: 90-64 
180 St .. Jamaica, NY 11432 
HERNANDEZ, GIOVANNI AUGUSTO 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Aero-Hispanic Society, 
HOME ADDRESS: 33 Cooper Pl. Apt. 1, Weehawken, NJ 07087 
HILBORN, MARK R. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: 1652 S. Palmetto 
Apt. 101, S. Daytona, FL 32019 
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John Hill John Hillerman , Jr. 
Gary Hodousek Leo Hoffmann 
John Holmberg George Homich 
HILL, JOHN ROBERT 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: 2609 Beechwood Ct., 
Appleton, WI 54911 
HIL TERMAN, JOHN W. JR. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Naval Aviation Club Pres 
Scuba Club Vice-Pres., Softball, HOME ADDRESS: 4800 Spring Valle; 
Rd. Dallas Tx. 75234 
HOBLER, JOSEPH 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Bowling, 
Basketball, Management Club, Surf Club, Dean's List, People's Express 
Co-op, HOME ADDRESS: 676 Maple Ave. Ridgefield, N.J. 07657 
HOBLER, TIBOR 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Track, 
AM.A., Diving, HOME ADDRESS: 676 Maple Ave. Ridgefield, N.J. 
07657 
HODOUSEK, GARY S. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Football, Softball, C.F.I., 
M.E.L., S.E.L., HOME ADDRESS: 6 Mohawk Drive Matawan, N.J. 07747 
Joseph Hobler Tibor Hobler 
Howard Hollander Todd Hollenbeck 
Steven Horn Hugh Hoshin 
HOFFMAN, LEO G. 
A.S. Aviation Maintenance Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 303 N. 4th 
Bellevue, Iowa 52031 
HOLLANDER, HOWARD B. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Pres. E-RAU Programming 
Board, Vice-Pres. Alpha Eta Rho, Football, Softball, Bowling, 
Dispatcher,C.F.1.-11, HOME ADDRESS: 1668 Mamaroneck Ave 
Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543 
HOLLENBECK, TODD A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: AIAA, Football, Enter-
tainment, HOME ADDRESS: 415 640 N. Nova Ormond Bch., Fl. 32074 
HOLMBERG, JOHN B. II 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Pres. Golf Club, Cadet 
Corps Commander, Arnold Air Society, Football, Hockey, Softball, 
HOME ADDRESS: 7 Charles St. Medway, Ma. 02053 
HOMICH, GEORGE S. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Army R.O.TC., HOME 
ADDRESS: 2109 N. Main Ave. Scranton, Pa. 18508 
HO SHIN, HUGH F. 
B.S. Computer Science, HOME ADDRESS: 129 Oaktree Gire. Daytona 
Bch., Fl. 32014 
Christopher Hoskins Forough Hosseini 
Todd Huffstickler Ralph Hunter 
Ricardo lrazazzy Harold lssen 
HOSKINS, CHRISTOPHER E. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: A.F.R.O.T.C.,
 
Veteran's Club, AIAA, HOME ADDRESS: 348 Georgetown Dr. Daytona,
 
Fl. 32018 
HOSSEINI, FOROUGH B. 
B.S. Computer Science, HOME ADDRESS: 1420 N. Atlantic 1401
 
Daytona Bch., Fl. 32018 
HOUSSIAN, FREDERICK 
B.S. Aviation Administration HOME ADDRESS: 23 Easthills Dr. New
 
Cancan, Ct. 06840 ' 
HUBBARD, TANYA A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Omega Psi Phi Little
 
Sister, HOME ADDRESS: 88-18 Burdette Jamaica, N. Y. 11732 
HUFFSTICKLER, TODD 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Editor Phoenix Yearbook, L-5
 
Aerospace Society, Phoenix Yearbook Member, S.U.B., Avian
 
Newspaper Member, Computer Science Club, Intercollegiate Volleyball,
 
Entertainment Committee, HOME ADDRESS: 372 Emily Dr. Lilburn, Ga.
 
30247 
HUNTER, RALPH J. 
B.~. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Intercollegiate Water-
sk11ng, Volleyball, Sigma Gamma Tau, Omicron Delta Kappa, AIAA,
 
Scuba Club, Commercial, Instrument, HOME ADDRESS: 128 Fores
t 
Lake Blvd. Apt. 811 Daytona Bch, Fl. 32019 
Frederick Houssian Tanya Hubbard 
Mark Hutchings Robert lncandela 
Theodore Janiec Daniel Jansen 
HUTCHINGS, MARK R. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Commercial, M.E.L., 
S.E.L., Instrument Instructor, HOME ADDRESS: 940 N. Halifax Ave. 
Daytona Bch., Fl. 32018 -
INCANDELA, ROBERT 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Italian American Club, 
HOME ADDRESS: 3800SA1A Daytona Bch., Fl. 32019 
'ISSEN, HAROLD 
B.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Entertainment, Dean's List, 
A.S.E.L., A and P, HOME ADDRESS: 390 Golf Blvd. Day1ona Bch., Fl.
 
32018 
JANIEC, THEODORE E. 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Sigma Chi, 
A.F.R.O.T.C., Football, Softball, HOME ADDRESS: 1542 N.W. 12 Ave.
 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33311 
JANSEN, DANIEL P. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: C.F.I., l.G.I., A.G.1., HOME
 
ADDRESS: 4952 Gainsborough Dr. Fairfax, Va. 22032 
39 
Ghassan Jarrar Gerald Jenkot 
Emmanuel Jeremias Scott Johnson 
Jay Jones Robert Jones 
John Jordan Kelvin Jordan 
40 
JARRAR, GHASSAN M. 
S.S. Computer Science, HOME ADDRESS: 140 Pinecone Trail Or-
mond Sch., Fl. 32074 
JENKOT, GERALD R. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Golf Club, Management 
Club, Private Pilot, Karate, HOME ADDRESS: 7545 W. Hemlock 
Orland Park, Ill. 60462 
JEREMIAS, EMMANUEL N. 
S.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Private Pilot, 
Ski Club, AIAA. Greek Society Member, HOME ADDRESS: 110 
Meadowlark 101 Daytona Sch .. Fl. 32014 
JONES, JAY N. 
S.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: A.F.R.O.T.C., HOME 
ADDRESS: 15 Eastfield St. Manchester, Ct. 06040 
JONES, ROBERT T. 
S.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Arnold Air Society, 
Reserve Officers Association, AIAA, HOME ADDRESS: Box 388 Alta-
mont, N.Y. 12009 
JORDAN, JOHN E. 
S.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: A.F.R.O.T.C .. HOME 
ADDRESS: 840 Westridge Dr. Portola Valley, Cal. 94025 
JORDAN, KELVIN 
S.S. Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: Baseball Club, 
Management Club, AAAE. HOME ADDRESS: 1371 Linden Blvd. 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11212 
Louis Kady Francis Kallam 
Hassan Kanakh David Kelley 
James Kelley James Kenning 
Ahmed Khaffaf Zia Khan 
KADY, LOUIS MICHAEL 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: (1) Avion -Staff 
Reporter, Naval Aviation Club, (2) Avion -News Editor.Society for Col-
legiate Journalist, (3) Avion Editor-in-Chief.ALPHA ET A RHO, HOME 
ADDRESS: 6 Highwood Ct .. Holudel, NJ. 07733 
KALLAM, FRANCIS J. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Avionics Club (3,4), 
HOME ADDRESS: 557 E.Springfield Rd.,Springfield, PA. 19064 
KANAKH, HASSAN YOUSUF 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: E-RAU Soc-
cer Team, HOME ADDRESS: 922 Boulder Dr .. South Daytona, FL. 
32019 
KELLEY, DAVID HENRY 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Air Force ROTC, 
SIGMA GAMMA TAU, HOME ADDRESS: Old Ayer Rd.,Groton, MA. 
01450 
KELLEY Jr., JAMES HEZEKIAH 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: CFl-1 (4) ,KAPPA 
ALPHA BSI (4) ,Commertial Single, Multi Land (3), Sports: Softball 
(1-3). HOME ADDRESS: 1245 Melbenan Dr.,Alabama, EA. 30311 
KENNING, JAMES ROBERT 
B.S. Aviation Management, HOME ADDRESS: 840 Center St. 
73,Hollyhill, FL.32017 
KHAFFAF, AHMED HASSAN 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies. 
KHAN,ZIAS. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering. 
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Mihrdad Khorassami Peter Kiernan 
Laura Koch Terrence Koegler 
Shin Komatsu Kevin Kong 
KHORASSANI, MEHRDAD 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management. HOME ADDRESS: 1233 
Thomas Dr.,Port Orange, FL.32014 
KIERNAN, PETER JN. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, HOME ADDRESS: 347 Graydon ,Ridgewood, 
NJ. 07450 
KIRK, PAUL M. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Coop Advisory Council 
(3-4), HOME ADDRESS: 3027 East River Rd., Roch, NY. 14623 
KLEIN, JOSEPH .1. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: AFROTC (1-4). HOME 
ADDRESS: 8156 W. Enger Lane, River Grove. Ill. 60171 
KOCH, LAURA JEAN 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: AFROTC, Drill Team, Ar-
nold Air Society, ROA, ODK. HOME ADDRESS: 254 Marietta Ave., 
Hawthorne, N.Y. 10532 
KOEGLER, TERRENCE G. 
B.S. Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: Alpha Eta Rho 
(Pledgemaster,82), American Association of Airport Executives. 
Management Club, Entertainment (81) • Aviation Expo Committee, 
HOME ADDRESS: 4936 N. Keeler Ave , Chicago, Ill. 60630 
Paul Kirk Joseph Klein 
Joy Kohler David Koltermann 
Sandy Krigel Chandravadan Kuntawala 
KOHLER, JOY Y. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Commercial/ Instrument 
Single/ Multi-Engine Land, CFl-I, Single & Multi-Engine Land, Dean's 
List (1-4), HOME ADDRESS: 9 Circle Dr., Carlisle, Pa 17013 
KOL TERMANN, DAVID 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Arnold Air Society (1-4), 
Air Force ROTC. HOME ADDRESS: 18 Sturms Place, Park Ridge, N.J. 
07656 
KOMATSU, SHIN 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering T_echnology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Sigma Phi Delta 
Fraternity, AIAA, HOME ADDRESS: 6764 Katakai Sanbu Chiba, Japan 
KONG, KEVIN 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Commercial/Instrument, 
Airplane Single/Multi-Engine Land, CFI. HOME ADDRESS: 2314 Powell 
Ave., Bronx, N. Y. 10462 
KRIGEL, SANDY J. 
S.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: ODK (3,4), RA (2-4), 
ROA President (4), ROA V.P. (3), Flag Football (1), Arnold Air Society 
(2-4), HOME ADDRESS: 792 S. Ocean Ave., Freeport, N.Y. 11520 
KUNTAWALA, CHANDRAVADAN D. 
S.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Resident Advisor ( 1), 
AIAA, Residence Hall Programming Board (2), ODK, Sigma Gamma 
Tau (2), SGA Representative. Editor: Beyond the Horizon 
Chee Kwer Nick Kyriakopoulos 
Brian Lake Kimberly Landon 
James A. Larkin Ailor Lartitegui 
BWEK, CHEE KIAN 
S.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: AAAE (local/national), 
Eta Mu Sigma, Bowling League Team, E-RAU Dean's List, National 
Dean's List, HOME ADDRESS: 69 Springwood Sq., Port Orange, Fla. 
32019 
KYRIAKOPOULOS, NICK A. 
A.S. Aviation Maintenance Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Hellenic Club 
KYST, PAUL BECK 
B.S. Aviation Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 27920 N. Darrell Rd., 
Wauconda, Ill. 60024 
LACEY, SCOTT 
B.S. Aeronautical Science. HOME ADDRESS: 100 E. Kentucky Ave., 8-
1, Deland, Fla. 32720 
LAKE, BRIAN 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 106 Kent 
Court, Port Orange, Fla. 32019 
LANDON, KIMBERLY ANN 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: AIAA, Private Pilot, 
c.o-op NASA Johnson Space Center, HOME ADDRESS: 320 E. 
T1monuim Rd., Timonium, Md. 21093 
Paul Kyst Scott Lacey 
PaulF. Lang Adam D. Lange 
Scott T. Latham Charles L. Lee 
LANG, PAUL FREDERICK 
S.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: 52 Terrace Ave., Floral 
Park, N.Y. 11001 
LANGE, ADAM DAVID 
S.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Management Club, 
Avionics Club, E-RAU Maintenance Coordinator and Aeronautilus In-
structor (work), 230 Burleign Ave., Holly Hill, Fla. 32017 
LARKIN, JAMES A. 
S.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: National Dean's List (79-
83), E-RAU Dean's List (79-84) 
LARTITEGUI, AITOR 
8.S. Aviation Technology, MAJOR: Avionics, ACHIEVEMENTS: A & P 
FAA Licences, Aviation Maintenance Technology Associate, HOME AD-
DRESS: 395 Bill France 44, Daytona Beach, Fa. 32014 
LATHAM, SCOTT T. 
S.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: 338 1/2 3rd. St., Holly 
Hill, Fla. 32017 
LEE, CHARLES L. 
S.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, HOME ADDRESS: 745 White 
St., Daytona Beach, Fla. 32014 
43 
Daniel William Lee Mike D.P.B. Lee 
David Allan Legge Joseph Floyd Leonard 
Arnold 8 . Leonora Michael J. Lewetag 
Michael Libardi Ron Ligthart 
44 
LEE, DANIEL WILLIAM 
S.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Management Club, 
Eta· Mu Sigma, HOME ADDRESS: 418 Frances Terrace, Daytona 
Beach, Fla. 32018 
LEE, MIKE 
8.S. Aviation Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 560 Main Ave, Bay 
Head, N.J. 08742 
LEGGE, DAVID ALLAN 
S.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Air Force ROTC 
(4), HOME ADDRESS: RR3 Box 142 Chepatchet, R.I. 
LEONARD, JOSEPH FLOYD 
S.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Softball, 
Flag Football (2-4), HOME ADDRESS: 207 Fielding Ln. S.W., Atlan-
ta, Ga. 30311 
LEONORA, ARNOLD B. 
S.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: President-
Management Club (84), V.P Operations, Management Club (83), 
HOME ADDRESS: 1157 Bryn Mawr Dr., Daytona Beach, Fla. 32014 
LEWET AG, MICHAEL J. 
S.S. Professional Aeronautics, MAJOR: Management, 
ACHIEVEMENTS: Scuba Club, Private Pilot, HOME ADDRESS: 1003 
Snapfinger Cr.#44, Daytona Beach, Fla. 32014 
LIBARDI, MICHAEL 
S.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Management Club (3), 
Baseball Club (4), Racquetball (2-4), HOME ADDRESS: 1225 Eddie 
Dr., Port Orange, Fla. 32019 
LIGTHART, RON 
8.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Weather Room 
Assistance (83-84) ,HOME ADDRESS: 145 Nantucket Trail, Medford 
Lakes, N.J. 08055 
Steven G. Lindeberg Morris 0 . Little, Jr. 
Chris G. Livadas John Locastro 
Pamela A. Lucy Edward W. Lynch 
Riad M. Majali Israel A. Maldonado 
LINDEBERG, STEVEN G. 
B.S. Computer Science, MAJOR: Microprocessing Technology, 
ACHIEVEMENTS: lntramurals-Racquetball, tennis, HOME AD-
DRESS: 26 Trup Dr., Easton, Ct. 06612 
LITTLE, JR. MORRIS O. 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Phoenix 
Yearbook Managing Editor, Brothers of the Wind, HOME ADDRESS: 
435 7th St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11215 
LIV ADAS, CHRIS G. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Dean's List, National 
Dean's List, Honor Roll, Yoshukai Karate Club 
LO CASTRO, JOHN 
B.S. Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: Management Club, 
Solo, HOME ADDRESSS: 955 Grand Blvd., Westbury, N. Y. 11590 
LUCY, PAMELA A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: 157 Spring Wood Dr., 
Daytona Beach, Fla. 32019 
LYNCH, EDWARD W. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Alpha Eta Rho 
Fraternity (V.P.-2), (Pres.-3) 
MAJALI, RIAD M. 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, HOME ADDRESS: 6788 
Amman, Jorda 
MALDONADO, ISRAEL A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, Aeronautical Studies/ Flight 
Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Resident Advisor, Head Resident, 
U.S. Army Scholarship, U.S. Army 2nd Lieutenant, Member-Karate 
Club, Programming Club, Aero-Hispanic Society, HOME ADDRESS: 
1107 Madreselva St., Round Hill, Trujillo Alto, P.R. 00760 
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Edward John Mann Mathew Philip Maranto 
Christopher Wayne Marshall Newman Boyd Martindale 
Mario Martins David Anthony Massey 
MANN,EDWARD JOHN 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, A.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, 
ACHIEVEMENTS: Private Pilot, Airframe & Powerplant Rating.HOME 
ADDRESS: 16 Fireview Dr., Utica N.Y. 13502 
MARANTO, MATHEW PHILIP 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Lambda Chi 
Alpha, HOME ADDRESS: 2095 Illinois, St. Petersburg Fl. 33703 
MARKES, COLIN C. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: ROTC, Brothers of the 
Wind, Baseball Club, HOME ADDRESS: 1425 Pennsylvania Ave., 
Brooklyn N.Y. 11239 
MARLER, DAVID FLOYD 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Orientation Team Leade (2, 
3), Math/Physics Tutor (2), Chief Sound Technician, Student Activities 
(3, 4); Chairman, Entertainment Committee, (4), Division Rep. to SAC. 
+ Sub, (4), Manager, Computer Science Lab (3, 4), Computer Lab 
Assistant Coard. (3, 4), Student Assistant: Humanities, Math/Physical 
Science, Computer Science (2-4), Placement Test Coard. (3, 4), 
Lambda Chi Alpha, HOME ADDRESS: 2140 S. Palmetto Ave. S. Dayton, 
Fla. 32019 
MARSHALL, CHRISTOPHER WAYNE 
S.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Italian Club, HOME AD-
DRESS: 199 NW. 87th ST., Miami Fl. 33150 
Colin C. Markes David Floyd Marler 
Moe Martinez Vinicio R. Martinez 
Diljeet Singh Masuda Devon K. May 
MARTINDALE, NEWMAN BOYD 
B.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Skydiving Club, HOME 
ADDRESS: 5243 Ridgecrest Ave., Jacksonville Fl. 32217 
MARTINEZ, MOE 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Phi Kappa Theta, 
HOME ADDRESS: 2000 Sauls Rd., Port Orange Fl. 3201 4 
MARTINEZ, VINICIO R. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: 218 N. Oleander Ave., 
Daytona Beach, FL 32018 
MARTINS, MARIO 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: President of Residence Hall 
Programming Board (2), Resident Advisor (2-4), Chess Club ( 1), 
HOME ADDRESS: 78 Jefferson St., Newark, NJ 07105 
MASSEY, DAVID ANTHONY 
B.S Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Secretary in Ham Radio 
Cldb, HOME ADDRESS: 6663 23rd Circle N., St. Petersburg, FL 33702 
MASUDA, DILJEET SINGH 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Air Force ROTC, Shilo-Ryu 
Karate Club, HOME ADDRESS: 809 James Ave., Lenigh Acres, FL 
33936 
MAY, DEVON K. 
A.S. Aviation Maintenance Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 5 Tiffany 
Lane, Bloomfield, CT 06002 
Corey Glenn Mayper Steven rV1ark Mccarter 
Michael H. McDonald Keith J. McGann 
Lori Joanne McKenney James William McVicker 
MA YPER, COREY GLENN 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Student Government 
Representative (3-4), Bowling League (3-4), Entertainment Committee 
(4), Computer Science Club 
McCARTER, STEVEN MARK 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Chess Club (1,4), Computer 
Club (4), HOME ADDRESS: 27 Shirley Rd., Lancaster, MA 01523 
McCUSKER, DENNIS PAUL 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Naval Aviation Club (1-4), 
Scuba Club (2-4), HOME ADDRESS: 36 Campbell St., Norfolk, VA 
02056 
McDONALD, JOHN J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: Gray Ave., Nantucket, MA 
02554 
McDONALD, MICHAEL H. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Secretary/Treasurer Golf 
Club, Lacrosse Club, HOME ADDRESS: 201 Rockingham Rd., 
Pittsburgh, PA 15238 
Dennis Paul Mccusker John J. McDonald 
Holly J. Mcinnis John B. McKendrew. Jr. 
Lawrence Michael Meadows Scott Dale Mehaffey 
McGANN, KEITH J. 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: President 
Co-Op Advisory Council, Management Club. HOME ADDRESS: 45 Barn 
Owl Dr., Hackettstown. NJ 07840 
28748 
MclNNIS, HOLLY J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies. MAJOR: Flight, ACHIEVEMENTS: Com-
mercial Instrument ASMEL, CFll, Resident Advisor (2-4), HOME AD-
DRESS: 2408 Grant, Evanston, IL 60201 
McKENDREW, JOHN B. JR. 
HOME ADDRESS: 25 Featherwood Ct. Apt. 23, Silver Spring, MD 20904 
MEADOWS, LAWRENCE MICHAEL 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Air Force ROTC, 
Reserve Officer's Association, AIAA, HOME ADDRESS: 2238 Carnation 
Rd., Port St. Lucie, FL 33452 
MEHAFFEY, SCOTT DALE 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, HOME ADDRESS: Rt. 1 Box 94, Leicester, 
NC 28748 
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Martha Ann Mellon Frank Memolo 
Daniel Raymond Merrill Paul S. Meyer 
Edison Meza Thais Mezquita 
David A. Michaud Steven E. Mikulich 
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MELLON, MARTHA ANN 
B.S. Aviation Maintenence Management, Avionics, ACHIEVEMENTS: 
Omicron Delta Kappa, National Dean's List, Honor Holl, Vice--
President Communications for Eta Mu Sigma, Avionics Club, Master 
of Ceremonies for Speech Night 1983 
MEMOLO, FRANK 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: A.A.A.E. (2,3,4), 
Management Club (3), HOME ADDRESS: 875 Derbyshire Rd. 171, 
Daytona Fl. 32017 
MERRILL, DANIEL R. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Commercial Pilot, In-
strument, CFI, Intramural Sports, HOME ADDRESS: 1719 Regal 
Ridge, LasCruses N.M. 88001 
MEYER, PAULS. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Arnold Air Society (1-
4), AFROTC, Resident Advisor (4), HOME ADDRESS: 21 Old 
Military Rd., Saranack N.Y. 12983 
MEZA, EDISON 
B.S. Aviation Maintenence Management, HOME ADDRESS: 1825 N. 
Atlantic Daytona Bch. Fl. 32018 
MEZQUITA, THAIS 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, Avionics, HOME ADDRESS: 245 E. 54th 
St. Apt. 12 S, N.Y, N. Y. 10022 
MICHAUD, DAVID A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: Whitehall Rd., 
Amesbury MA. 01913 
MIKULICH, STEVEN E. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACH IEVEMENTS: E-RAU Flight Instruc-
tor, Commercial Pilot, Instrument, ASEL, MEL, CFl-AI, HOME AD-
DRESS: 22182 W. Little Pond Rd., Kilder IL. 60047 
Lester Mirabal Robert M. Mirsky 
Changlum Moon Robert E. Moore, Jr. 
Peter J. Moretta, Jr. Charles A. Morris 
Ralph Mosios Carey L. Moulton 
MIRABAL, LESTER 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: 6372 S.W. 30
 St. 
Miami, FL 33155 
MIRSKY, ROBERT M. 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: E-RAU Data Proces
sing 
Management Association Pres. and Founder, Computer Scie
nce 
Club, HOME ADDRESS: 911 So. Beach St. Daytona Bch., FL 320
14 
MOON, CHANGLUM 
HOME ADDRESS: 1400 S. Nova Rd. 14P Daytona Bch., FL 3201
4 
MOORE, ROBERT E. JR. 
B.S. Professional Aeronautics, ACHIEVEMENTS: Veterans C
lub, 
HOME ADDRESS: 1415 Ocean Shore Blvd. Ormond Bch., FL 320
74 
MORETTA, PETER F. JR. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Commerc
ial-
Instrument, ASEL, MEL,BGI, AGI, IGI, HOME ADDRESS: 6138 S
um-
mer Ave Memphis, Tn. 38134 
MORRIS, CHARLES A. 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 
41 
Hiawatha Dr. Brightwaters, N.Y. 11718 
MOSIOS, RALPH 
B.S. Aeornautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: AIAA Treasu
rer, 
HOME ADDRESS: 52 Elda Lane Port Orange, FL 32019 
MOUL TON, CAREY L. 
B.S. , Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Soccer, A
IAA, 
HOME ADDRESS: 1644 Woodcrest Dr. Apt. 5 Daytona Bch.
, FL 
32019 
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Raymond Mulero William T. Murphy 
Ahi R. Najimi Fabriorz Nazemian 
Stewart W. Nicolson Peter Z. Nikic 
MULERO, RAYMOND 
A.S. Aviation Maintenance Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: A & P, Aero-
Hispanic Society, HOME ADDRESS: 215 Kingfisher Ct. Apt. 203 
Daytona Bch., FL 32014 
MURPHY, WILLIAM T. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Commercial-Instrument 
S-MEL, CFI, HOME ADDRESS: 158 Bridge Ave. Bay Head, N.J. 08742 
MYERS, WILLIAM S. 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Phoenix Member. Avionics 
Club, National Deans List, HOME ADDRESS: 550 Penilyn Pike, Blue Bell, 
Pa. 19422 
NAJIMI, MOHAMMAD J. 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 225 Goldfinch 
201 Daytona Bch., FL 32014 
NAJIMI, AHi R. 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 225 Goldfinch 
201 Daytona Bch. FL 32014 
NAZEMIAN, FABRIORZ 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Commercial-Instruments, 
CFI, Dispatcher, Flight Engineer B-727, HOME ADDRESS: 1401 Clyde 
Morris Blvd. Apt. 14 Daytona Bch., FL 32014 
William S. Myers Mohammad J. Najimi 
James M. Nesheim Jean 0 . Ngilbus 
William A. Nin Vincent J. Nitti 
NESHEIM, JAMES M. 
B.S. Computer Science, HOME ADDRESS: 318 Sutton Place 108 
Daytona Bch .• FL 32014 
NGILBUS, JEAN 0 . 
B.S. Engineering Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 1620 Palmetto 
S. Daytona. FL 32019 
NICOLSON, STEWART W. 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Stormriders, HOME AD-
DRESS: 16 Crescent Lane New Milford, Ct. 06776 
NIKIC, PETER Z. 
A.S. Aviation Maintenance Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Bowling. 
HOME ADDRESS: 2280 Olinville Ave. Bronx. N.Y. 10467 
NIN, WILLIAM A. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 058 Village Tr. 410 Pt. 
Orange, FL 32019 
NITTI, VINCENT J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACH IEVEMENTS: CFl-1, Hockey, Italian Club. 
Avion Photographer. HOME ADDRESS: 61 Oak Ridge Rd. Pleasantville. 
NY. 10570 
Ruth B. Northrup Hamadeh A. Nureddine 
Marshall M. Ogle Thomas G. Ohland 
Frederic C. Page Roy V. Pager 
NORTHRUP, RUTH B. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Riddle Skiers, National 
Dean's List, ASMEL, CFI, Commercial-Instrument, HOME ADDRESS: 
3524 Blackhawk Dr. Madison, Wi. 53705 
NUREDDINE, HAMADEH A. 
S.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: A & P, 1982 Junior Award, 
National Dean's List, E-RAU Fellowship 
NYGAARD, CRAIG M. 
S.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Sigma Gamma Tau, 
A F.R.O.T.C., HOME ADDRESS: 5415 Tioga St., Duluth, MN 55804 
O'CONNELL, JOHN N. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: A.F.R.O.T.C., HOME AD-
DRESS: 6 N. Hearthstone Dr. Bethel, Ct. 06801 
OGLE, MARSHALL M. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Soccer, Lab Assis-
tant/Grader for Math/Physical Sci. Dept., HOME ADDRESS: 1179 Tracy 
Dr. Pt. Orange, FL 32019 
OHLAND, THOMAS G. 
B S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: ROA, Arnold Air Society, 
A.F.R.O.T.C., Drill Team, Band, AAS Area VIII Transportation Officer, 
HOME ADDRESS: 313 Choctaw Lane, Brick, N.J. 08724 
Craig M. Nygaard John N. O'Connell 
Kenneth Ortiz Luis F. Pacheco 
Diane R. Palma Paul J. Palmese 
ORTIZ, KENNETH 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 375 Bill 
France Blvd, Apt. 24, Daytona Bch., FL 32014 
PACHECO, LUIS F. 
S.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Computer Science Club, 
HOME ADDRESS: 11026 Maxton Way Pinellas Park, FL 33565 
PAGE, FREDERIC C. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: A.F.R.O.T.C., Arnold Air 
Society, Intramural Sports, HOME ADDRESS: 131 Juniper Dr. Horwood, 
Ma. 02062 
PAGER, ROY V. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Water-Ski Club, Golf Club, 
HOME ADDRESS: 1010 Sutton Place, Apt.64 Daytona Bch., FL 32014 
PALMA, DIANE R. 
B.S. Aviation Management, HOME ADDRESS: 1601 Dorwald Blvd. 
Schenectady, N.Y. 12309 
PALMESE, PAUL J. 
S.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Intramural Sports, Resi-
dent Advisor, Head Resident, CFI, Commercial, ASMEL, Instrument, 
HOME ADDRESS: 7 Butternut Ln. Plainville, Ct. 06062 
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Kathy A. Patterson Denise M. Penney 
Richard Pepe Julio Pereira 
Edwin Andre Petrus Glenn Phillips 
William D. Phillips, Jr Peter J. Piacente Ill 
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PATTERSON, KATHY A. 
A.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Angel Flight Com-
mander (2), Yearbook-Underclassmen Section Editor ( 1), HOME 
ADDRESS: 701 Flomich Ave., Holly Hill, Fla. 32017 
PENNEY, DENISE M. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: 86 The Crescent, 
Babylon, N.Y. 11702 
PEPE, RICHARD 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, ACHIEVEMEN TS: 
Baseball ( 1-4) ,Softball (1-4), Football ( 1-3), Hockey ( 1-4), Manage-
ment Club (3-4), Eta Mu Sigma (3-4), Private Pilot/ Instrument/ 
Multi-Engine Ratings, HOME ADDRESS: 1215 S. Beach St., Apt. 
2031, Daytona Beach, Fla. 32014 
PEPEIRA, JULIO 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Management Club, 
American Association of Airport Executives, Society of Advancement 
of Management, Intramural Softball, HOME ADDRESS: 107 Van 
Buren St. , Newark, N.J. 07105 
PETRUS, EDWIN ANDRE 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: AAAE Club, Manage-
ment Club, HOME ADDRESS: 1620 Woodcrest Dr., Daytona Beach, 
Fla. 32014 
PHILLIPS, GLENN 
A.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Karate Club treasurer, 
Naval Aviation Club Treasurer, Golf Club, Chess Club, Scuba Club, 
HOME ADDRESS: Beebe Drive, Cutchogue, N.Y. 11935 
PHILLIPS, JR., WILLIAM D. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: 1118 Simpson Ave., 
National Park, N.J. 08063 
PIACENTE Ill, PETER J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Single Engine Land, 
Multi-Engine Land. Commercial Instrument Ratings, HOME AD-
DRESS: Chestnut Ridge Rd., Mt. Kisco. N.Y. 10549 
Ponte, John Victor Juan Carlos Porcella 
David A. Prestwood Dave L. Ovencher 
Amyr Qureshi Rajen J. Ramcoomarsingh 
Carlos Ramos, Jr. Ali Reza Rasouli 
PINTO, ANTHONY P. 
(Photo not available) B.S. Aeronautical Studies, MAJOR: Airport 
Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Student Court (Chief Justice-1), 
American Association of Airport Executives (Charter President-3), 
Avion Newspaper (Managing Editor-2), Eagles Nest- Alumni 
Newsletter (Student Editor-2) , Management Club (Project 
Coordinator-1), Student Assistant: Dept. of Flight Technology, Avia-
tion Research Center, Alumni Relations Office, Campus Housing Of-
fice, Asst. to Dean of Student Affairs, Campus Safety & Security; 
Cooperative Education: Asst. to Manager of Operations of 
Philadelphia International Airport, Asst. Security Inspector, FAA, 
Eastern Region 
PONTE, JOHN VICTOR 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Karate Club (2,3), HOME 
ADDRESS: 6521 Collidge St., Hollywood, Fla. 33024 
PORCELLA, JUAN CARLOS 
B.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: R/C Club (3,4), 
Avionics Club (3,4), Swimming (4), HOME ADDRESS: 1116 Madrid 
Ave., Daytona Beach, Fla. 32014 
PRESTWOOD, DAVID A 
A.S. Aviation Maintenance Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Water Ski 
Club (1), Student Assistant: Print Shop, HOME ADDRESS: RD#5 
Box 255, Clarksummit, Pa. 18504 
OVENCHER, DAVE L. 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Sports: Intramural soft-
ball, basketball, floor hockey, tennis, HOME ADDRESS: Rt. 3, Box 
293B6, Lynchburg, Va.24504 
QURESHI, AMYR 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Upward Bound 
Tutor Counselor, Screaming Eagles, L-5, AIAA, Foreign Student Ser-
vices staff. MSA, International Students Association.Beyond the 
Horizon staff writer, HOME ADDRESS: 875 Derbyshire Rd., Apt. 124, 
Daytona Beach, Fla. 32014 
RAMCOOMARSINGH, RAJEN J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: 1415 Ocean Shore 
Blvd 801, Ormond Beach, Fla. 3207 4 
RAMOS, JR., CARLOS 
B.S. Computer Science with Aviation Applications, ACHIEVEMENTS: 
Upward Bound Tutor, Counselor-Army ROTC, Air Force ROTC, 
HOME ADDRESS: PO Box 172 Kingshill, St. Croix, V.I. 00850 
RASOULI, ALI REZA 
B.S. Aviation Administration 
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Stephen J. Ray James Eugene Reardon 
David A. Rehmar James A. Reid 
Adele D. Ricciuti Martin R. Ricciuti 
RAV, STEPHEN J. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, MAJOR: Avionics, HOME ADDRESS: 18673 
Lexington, Detroit, Mich.48240 
REARDON, JAMES EUGENE 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology 
REDHEAD, IAN ANDREW 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Resident Advisor, Manage-
ment Club, Soccer, Martial Arts, HOME ADDRESS: c/oCarib Brewery 
Ltd., Bung. No.1, PO Box 1287, Port of Spain, Trinidad, W.I. 
REDOUTEV, DENNIS DALE 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Ultimate Frisbee Disc 
Demons, Parachute Club 
REHMAR, DAVID A. 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, A.S. Aviation Maintenance 
Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Aviation Maint. Tech. student Lab Assis-
tant (2 yrs). Intramural softball & hockey (2 yrs), HOME ADDRESS: 
1029 Oakland Ave., Menlo Park, Cal. 94025 
REID, JAMES A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: AFROTC ( 1,2), Arnold Air 
Society (1,2), Co-op Advisory Council (3). Management Club (4). 
People Express Co-op (3), Private Pilot (4), HOME ADDRESS: 7 Club-
way, Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530 
Ian A. Redhead Dennis D. Redoutey 
Jack L. Reil Albert J. Ricci 
Heriberto Rivera Thomas W. Roache 
REIF, JACK L. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: 151 Sweet Gum Ln., 
Port Orange, Fla. 32019 
RICCI, ALBERT JOHN 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Army ROTC (2-4), Air-
borne US Army, 2nd Lt., HOME ADDRESS: 101 Freedman Ave., N.Y. 
10954 
RICCIUTI; ADELE DEANNA 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Management Club (4), 
Waterski Club (3), Eta Mus Sigma (4), HOME ADDRESS: 125 Botefuhr 
Ave., Daytona Shores, Fla. 32018 
RICCIUTI, MARTIN RENZO 
B.S. Aircraft Maintenance Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Eta Mu 
Sigma Honor Society, Racquetball, Running, Softball, HOME ADDRESS: 
125 Boteluhr Ave., Daytona Beach, Fla. 32018 
RIVERA, HERIBERTO 
B.S. Aviation Administration, HOME ADDRESS: 1575 Mobile Ave., Holly 
Hill, Fla. 32017 
ROACHE, THOMAS WARREN 
B.S. Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: Eta Mu Sigma (1). 
HOME ADDRESS: 103 Town & Country Ln., 2, Ormond Beach, Fla. 
32074 
Neil B. Robbins Jose M. Rodriguez 
Thomas F. Romer Tony John Rosario 
Betr Ann Ryan Nicholas Ouido Salvato 
ROBBINS, NEIL B. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: 685 Jacksonville Rd., 
Ivyland, Pa. 
RODRIGUEZ, JOSE M. 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, HOME ADDRESS: 330 orange 
Blossom H.S., Daytona Beach, Fla. 32019 
ROHRBAUGH II, MARK LEROY 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, MAJOR: Airport Management, 
ACHIEVEMENTS: Sigma Pi Fraternity, HOME ADDRESS: 137 Hardiag 
St., New Britain, Ct. 26052 
ROMANO, ARTHUR M. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Baseball, Football, 
Running, Commercial-Single Multi-Engine Land & Single Engine-Sea, 
CFll Licenses/Ratings, HOME ADDRESS: 1200 Beville Rd., Apt. 148, 
Daytona Beach, Fla. 32014 
ROMER, THOMAS F. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Sigma Gamma Tau/ 
Treasurer (4) ,member (2-4), AIAA (3,4), HOME ADDRESS: 1841 Nor A-
mandy Dr., Mt. Dora, Fla. 32757 
ROSARIO, TONY JOHN 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Sigma Pi, Eta Mu Sigma 
Honor Society, Football, Volleyball, Softball, Hockey, Entertainment 
Committee, Co-op Advisory Council, HOME ADDRESS: 2412 Citrus 
Ave., S. Daytona, Fla. 32014 
Mark Leroy Rohrbaugh II Arthur M. Romano 
Timothy G. Rosser Dimitrios Roussos 
Nancy A Santiago Eduardo A. Santos 
ROSSER, TIMOTHY G. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: 403 Pine St., Freeport, 
N.Y. 11520 
ROUSSOS, DIMITRIOS 
B.S. Aviation Technology 
RYAN, BETH ANN 
-8.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Alpha Eta Rho-V.P.-
Member (2-4), ODK member (2-4), Volleyball, Softball, IFC V.P., Bowl-
ing, Who's Who, HOME ADDRESS: 24 Lexington Dr., Shrewsbury, Pa. 
17361 
SALVATO, NICHOLAS OVIDO 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Golf Club, Ski 
Club, HOME ADDRESS: 944 Cathedral Ave., Franklin Sq., N.Y. 11010 
SANTIAGO, NANCY A. 
B.S./ A.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Honor Role-Embry-
Riddle (3,4) ,Dean's List (4), National Dean's List Award (84), Future 
Professional Women In Aviation-member, Management Club, HOME AD-
DRESS: 470 Brentwood Dr. 5, Daytona Beach, Fla. 32017 
SANTOS, EDUARDO A. 
B.S. Aviation Management, HOME ADDRESS: 11605 S.kW. 1241h Ct., 
Miami, Fla. 53186 55 
Elisio P. Sapata Michael J. Sarnacki 
EdgarJ. Sayago Steven W. Scheri 
David E. Schiliventz James R. Schlosser 
Andrew J. Schmidt Thierry D. Schouten 
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SAPATA, ELISIO P. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: 31 7th St. N. Arl-
ington, N.J. 07032 
SARANACKI, MICHAEL J. 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Lambda Chi 
Alpha, Christian Fellowship Club, HOME ADDRESS: 2326 Farm-
tomarket Johnson City, N.Y. 13790 
SAY AGO, EDGAR J. 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Manage-
ment Club, Aero-Hispanic Society, Avionics Club, HOME ADDRESS: 
Calk Himon Ota Virginia Caracas, Venezuela 1061 
SCHERI, STEVEN W. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: AAS, Softball, ODK, 
A.F.R.O.T.C., HOME ADDRESS: 15423 Goodhope Rd. Silverspring, 
Md. 20904 
SCHILIVENTZ, DAVID E. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 31 Kirby Dr. Morrisville, 
Pa. 19067 
SCHLOSSER, JAMES R. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Football, Softball, 
Sigma Chi- Rush Chairman, Inter-Fraternity Council, HOME AD-
DRESS: 2614 Isabella Evanston, II. 60201 
SCHMIDT, ANDREW J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Delta Chi, Sigma 
Gamma Tau, Omicron Delta Kappa, AIAA, Football, Softball. Basket-
ball. John I. Stack Memorial Scholarship, HOME ADDRESS: 722 
Ridge Rd. Lemont, II. 60439 
SCHOUTEN, THIERRY D. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, HOME ADDRESS: Schottegatneg-0 
Curaeao Neth. Antilles 
Lance R. Schuttauf Eric D. Schutze 
\ 
Joseph D. Sear II George R. Shamaa 
Michael 0. Shay Ahmed A. Shehery 
Bruce E.P. Shemrock Kelly A. Shortt 
SCHUTTAUF, LANCER. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Softball, Talent Show, 
HOME ADDRESS: 212 Winthrop St. Taunton, Ma. 
SCHUTZE, ERIC D. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Ski Club, HOME AD-
DRESS: 413 Del Norte Ojai, Ca. 93023 
SEAR, II, JOSEPH D. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Commercial-
Instrument, SMEL, CFI, Dean's List, Student Weather Lab Assistant, 
Who's Who Nominee, HOME ADDRESS: 298 Woodland Ave. 
Daytona Bch., FL 32018 
SHAMAA, GEORGE R. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: A & P, Employer at R. 
Saudi Ministry of Defense & Aviation, HOME ADDRESS: E. 
Venizelon 45, Holargos, Athen, Greece 
SHAY, MICHAEL 0 . 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, HOME ADDRESS: 1400 S. 
Nova 175 Daytona, FL 32014 
SHEHERY, AHMED A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Dean's List, HOME 
ADDRESS: 729 Hawks Ridge, Pt.Orange, FL 32019 
SHEMROCK, BRUCE E.P. 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Swim Club, French 
Club, . Eta Mu Sigma, Dean's List, Honor Roll, Management Club, 
HOME ADDRESS: 471 S. Greenway, Pt.Orange, FL 32019 
SHORTT, KELLEY A. 
A.S. Aviation Maintenance Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Avion-
Sports Editor 
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Peter R. Silvera Regis C. Simile 
Constandin Siranidis Nickolas Siscoglou 
Richard A. Smith Timothy E. Smith 
SIL VERO, PETER R. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Soccer, Frisbee, 
A.F.R.O.T.C., HOME ADDRESS: R.D.#1 E. Freetown, N.Y. 13055 
SIMILE, REGIS C. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Softball, A.F.R.O.TC., 
HOME ADDRESS: 49 Schley Ave. Pittsburgh, Pa. 15205 
SIMPSON, ERIC J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, HOME ADDRESS: 27 Sarah Dr. Hauppauge, 
N.Y. 11788 
SING-MOLARES, AJIT 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Private Pilot, HOME AD-
DRESS: 10 Waterside Plaza New York, N.Y. 10010 
SIRANIDIS, CONST ANDIN 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Hellenic 
Club, Soccer Team, HOME ADDRESS: Moschato, Naxou G Athens, 
Greece 
SISCOGLOU, NICKOLAS 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Hellenic Club, HOME · 
ADDRESS: 1320 S. Atlantic Ave. Daytona Bch., FL 32018 
Eric J. Simpson Ajit Singh-Molares 
Carl J. Smeraldi General Smiley 
Raymond W. Snouffer, Jr. Chong W. So. 
SMERALDI, CARL J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Management Club, AOPA 
Member, Bowling League, HOME ADDRESS: 104 West Lane Stamford, 
Ct. 06905 
SMILEY, GENERAL 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, HOME ADDRESS: 1408 
Cadillac Dr. Holly Hill, FL 32017 
SMITH, RICHARD A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: 148-283 Estate Tutu 
St. Thomas, Virgin lslands00802 
SMITH, TIMOTHY E. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS; Softball, Dean's List, ' 
Tutor-Air Science, Commercial-Instrument, CFI, MEL, HOME ADDRESS: 
18850 Shaker Blvd. Shaker Hts., Oh. 44122 
SNOUFFER, RAYMOND W. JR. . 
B.S. Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: Basketball, Hockey, 
HOME ADDRESS: 1143 Jenks St.Paul, Mn. 55106 
SO,CHONGW. 
B.S. Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: Private Pilot, HOME AD-
DRESS: 69 Washington Ave. Staten Island, N.Y. 10314 
Pekka K. Somerto Walter F. Sorenson 
Tripp Stalling Adriana C. Stan 
Paul A.Stoll Carol E. Stoner 
SOMERTO, PEKKA K. 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Pres.- Management Club, 
HOME ADDRESS: Katajaharjuntie 22 D. Helsinki 20, Finland 
SORENSON, WALTER F. 
B.S. Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: Management Cli.jb, New 
York Air Campus Rep./ Consultant, Scuba Club, Skydiving, Volleyball, 
HOME ADDRESS: 18 Rougdau, Petbody, Ma. 01960 
SPENCER, CHRISTOPHER W. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: L-5 Aerospace Socie-
ty, Photo Club, National Dean'S List, HOME ADDRESS: 134 Ravine Ave. 
Wyckoff, N.J. 07 481 
SPRING, KEITH A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, AC HIEVEMENTS: Football, Management 
Club 
STALLINGS, TRIPP 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Softball, AFROTC, ROA 
ST AN, ADRIANA C. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: A.F.R.O.T.C., Budweiser 
Representative, Entertainment, HOME ADDRESS: 723 Hungry Harbor 
Rd·N. Woodmere, N.Y. 11581 
Christopher W. Spencer Keith A. Spring 
Jack Stein Johnny H. Stoermer 
Luther B. Streeter Raymond H. Stuehmer 
STEIN, JACK 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Student 
Gov't. Rep., Entertainment, Sigma Pi Founding Father, National Dean's 
List, Management Club 
STOERMER, JOHNNY H. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Alpha Eta Rho, HOME AD-
DRESS: 200 Bay Pointe Cove Maumelck, Ark. 72118 
STOLL, PAUL A. 
B.S. Computer Science, HOME ADDRESS: P.O. Box 975 Georgetown 
Grand Cayman Islands 
STONER, CAROL E. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science. HOME ADDRESS: 112 Forest Lake Apt. 416 
Daytona, FL 32014 
STREETER, LUTHER B. 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Management Club, HOME 
ADDRESS: 1219 Avenue I Haines City, FL 33844 
STUEHMER, RAYMOND H. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: A.F.R.O.T.C., HOME AD-
DRESS: 2092 Culbreath Rd. Brooksville, FL 33512 
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Brenda K. Sullivan Stephen M. Sullivan 
Shabri Sulong Mark C. Syracuse 
Yousuf! M. Tassan Robert G. Tatum 
Timothy P. Taylor Mehran Tazhibi 
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SULLIVAN, BRENDA K. 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Computer Science Club, 
Lab assistant, HOME ADDRESS: 550 Maywood Rd., York, Pa. 17402 
SULLIVAN, STEPHEN MICHAEL 
B.S. Computer Science with Aviation Applications, ACHIEVEMENTS: 
Alpha Eta Rho Pledgemaster, Treasurer; Avian Layout Editor, SCJ, 
IFC Representative, Professional Conventioneers Club, HOME 
ADDRESS: 252 Wooden Bridge Rd., Holland, Pa. 18966 
SULONG, SHABRI 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: 203 Kost Rd, 
South Daytona, Fla. 32019 
SYRACUSE, MARK C. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Commercial Pilot 
ASEL/MEL, Instrument Rating, CFl-SEL, HOME ADDRESS: 4865 
Main St .. Buffalo, N. Y. 14226 
TASSAN, YOUSUFF M. 
B.S. Professional Aeronautics, HOME ADDRESS: 205 Oaktree Cir., 
Daytona Beach, Fla. 32014 
TATUM, ROBERT GREGORY 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Air Force ROTC, HOME 
ADDRESS: 243 Oak Tree Cir., Daytona Beach, Fla. 32014 
TAYLOR, TIMOTHY P. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: American Institute 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics ( 1-4). HOME ADDRESS: RR#1 
Box 55, Bloomingdale, N.Y. 12913 
T AZHIBI, MEHRAN 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 807 S. 
Grandview Ave., Daytona Beach, Fla. 32018 
Brian M. Thomas Jeffrey D. Thompson 
Paul R. Thompson Sarah J. Thompson 
Thomas J. Tofani Lawrence J. Tokar, Jr. 
Arman Toreihi Michael J. Touhey 
THOMAS, BRIAN MATHEW 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering. ACHIEVEMENTS:Golf Team (1-4), 
AIAA (2-4). HOME ADDRESS 1338 Hamlin Dr., Clearwater, Fla. 
33516 
THOMPSON, JEFFREY 0 . 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: AIAA, AAAE, Com-
puter Club, HOME ADDRESS: 114 Harrison Ave., Woburn, Ma. 
01801 
THOMPSON, PAUL R. 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 115 N. 
Peninsula Dr., Daytona Beach, Fla. 32018 
THOMPSON, SARAH J. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Veterans Association, 
Future Professional Women in Aviation, HOME ADDRESS:PO Box 
9565, Barberville, Fla. 32005 
TOFANI, THOMAS JOSEPH 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Resident Advisor (83-
Spring 84) ,Head Resident (Fall 84-Spring 85), CFH, Commercial, 
Instrument, Multi & Single Engine Land, AFROTC (1-4), HOME AD-
DRESS: 305 Woodridge lane, Wallingford, Pa. 19086 
TOKAR JR., LAWRENCE JOHN 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Computer Science Club 
(3-4), DPMA (4), Karate Club (3), Management Club (4), In-
tramural Football (2-4), Intramural Softball (2-4), Dean's List (4), 
Honor Roll (3), Eta Mu Sigma Management Honor Society (4), 
HOME ADDRESS: 40 Linden Blvd., Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 
TOREIHI, ARMAN 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 1646 S. 
Palmetto, Apt. 108 S. Daytona Beach, Fla. 32019 
TOUHEY, MICHAEL JOSEPH 
B.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Avionics Club Presi-
dent, HOME ADDRESS: Rt1Box6326, Front Royal, Va. 22630 
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Bruce E. Trembly Richard G. Troiano 
David B. Twitchell Kenneth R. Tyler 
Suresn R. Vas Juan M. Vaquerizo 
TREMBLY, BRUCE E. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: 1000 S. Nova Rd. 
Daytona Bch., FL 32014 
TROIANO, RICHARD G. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, HOME ADDRESS: P.O. Box 9565 Barberville, 
FL 32005 
TRUAX, TODD M. 
B.S. Aviation Administration, HOME ADDRESS: Box 305 Scotland, Pa. 
17254 
TUBBS, STEVE A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Soccer, Yearbook, HOME 
ADDRESS: 3170 Bouchard Way, Marietta. Ga. 30066 
TWITCHELL, DAVID B. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Residence Hall Judicial 
Board Chairman, HOME ADDRESS: 8 Timber Ln. Harwinton, Ct. 06791 
TYLER, KENNETH R. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Flying Team. Football, 
HOME ADDRESS: 19 Melinda Circle, Savannah, Ga. 31402 
... ~~· 
Todd M. Truax Steve A. Tubbs 
Yoxmara T. Umanes John J. Urtis 
Russell A. Vaughan Carlos J. Vasquez 
UMANES, YOXMARA T. 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Management Club, Aero-
Hispanic Society, HOME ADDRESS: 1124 B Riverside Dr., Holly Hill, FL 
32017 
URTIS, JOHN J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: ROA, Screaming Eagles, 
R.O.T.C., Scuba Club, Volleyball, Football, Hockey, Softball, HOME AD-
DRESS: 296 River Hts., Rochester, N.Y. 14612 
VAS, SURESM R. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Lab Assistant Physics, 
AIAA, HOME ADDRESS: 1032 Auory Dr. Holly Hill, FL 32017 
VAQUERIZO, JUAN M. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering/ Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: 
L-5 :jlociety, National Dean's List, AIAA, DPMA, HOME ADDRESS: 3 
Clafmont Ct. Palm Coast, FL 32037 
VAUGHAN, RUSSELL A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACH IEVEMENTS: L-5 Society, Skydiving 
Club, Dean's List, HOME ADDRESS: 5831 Cecil Circle, Norcross, Ga. 
30093 
VASQUEZ, CARLOS J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Karate Club, Aero-
Hispanic Society, HOME ADDRESS: Box 601 Humacao, P.R. 00661 
-
Timmy Vasquez Enrique G. Villanueva 
Tom G. Wagner Timothy J. Walker 
John T. Ward Robert C. Ward , Jr. 
VASQUEZ, TIMMY 
B.S. Aviation Management, ACHIEVEMENTS: Pres. E-RAU Karate Club, 
Avion, Published in Creations, HOME ADDRESS: 31 Flintridge Dr., 
Holbrook, N.Y. 11741 
VILLANUEVA, ENRIQUE G. 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 1711 Eastern 
Rd., S. Daytona, FL 32019 
VINAS, ALETA 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: 36-21 207 St. Bayside, 
NY.11361 
VOORHEES, JEFFREY D. 
·B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Hockey, Volleyball, Honor 
Society, HOME ADDRESS: 69 Five Mile River, Darien, Ct. 06820 
WAGNER, TOM G. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Football, Basketball, Soft-
ball, HOME ADDRESS: 286 Vagabond Dr., Pt.Orange, FL 32019 
WALKER, TIMOTHY J. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Naval Aviation Club, Air 
Traffic Control Intern, HOME ADDRESS: 820 South Ave., Horseheads, 
NY. 14845 
Aleta Vinas Jeffrey D. Voorhees 
Guy D. Walther Steven D. Waltman 
Gary P. Warren Timothy E. Weegar 
WALTHER, GUY D. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Sigma Pi, HOME AD-
DRESS: 13666 Omega Cr., Littleton, Co. 80124 
WALTMAN, STEVEN D. 
B.S. Aviation Maintenance Management, HOME ADDRESS: Box 2044 
Rd2 Chicora, Pa. 16025 
WARD, JOHN T. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Veterans Club, HOME AD-
DRESS: 1017 Imperial Dr. Holly Hill, FL 32017 
WARD, ROBERT C. JR. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science,, ACHIEVEMENTS: Flight Team, HOME AD-
DRESS: 30 Tanglewood Ct. Ridgefield, Ct. 06877 
WARREN, GARY P. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: NASA- Langley Co-Op 
Program, AIAA. HOME ADDRESS: 1441 S. Ayshire, Pt.Charlotte, Fl 
33948 
WEEGAR, TIMOTHY E. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Basketball,. Pool, Manage-
ment Club, AAAE, Softball, HOME ADDRESS: 4043 N. E. 33Rd. Ave. 
Ocala, FL 32670 
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Roy L. Weinberg Joseph A. Weinberger 
Christopher G. Wells Brent J. Westfall 
Fred E. Wheeler Walter P White 
James M. Williams Ray L. Williams 
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WEINBERG, ROY L. 
S.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Pres. Screaming 
Eagles, Commercial, SM EL/Sea, Instrument, A & P, HOME AD-
DRESS: 63 N.E. 148 St. Miami, FL 33161 
WEINBERGER, JOSEPH A. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Arnold Air Society, 
ROA, Dean's List, Resident Advisor, Who's Who of College Students, 
Commercial- Instruments, HOME ADDRESS: 7 Mayfair Place, Arden, 
N.C. 28704 
WELLS, CHRISTOPHER G. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Resident Advisor, Chris-
tian Fellowship Club, Riddle Skiers, HOME ADDRESS: 21 Mountain-
side Pk. Terr., Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043 
WESTFALL, BRENT J. 
S.S. Aeronautical Studies, HOME ADDRESS: 8596 W. Cranberry Tr, 
Merrill, Wi. 54452 
WHEELER, FRED E. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: Rd . 3, Box 337c, 
Meshoppen, Pa. 18630 
WHITE, WALTER P. 
S.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Phi Beta Lambda, 
HOME ADDRESS: 1209 S. Beach St. 2017 Daytona Bch., FL 32014 
WILLIAM, JAMES M. 
S.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Alpha Eta Rho -Pres., 
Football, Softball, HOME ADDRESS: 40 W. 649 White Fenceway, St. 
Charles. II. 6097 4 
WILLIAMS, RAY L. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Brothers of the Wind, 
Pres. Race Crew, HOME ADDRESS: 304 Raleigh St. S.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20032 
Steven M. Williams Terrence A. Williams 
Richard W. Williamson John F. Wines 
Bruce L. Wolfe Curt C Wood 
Jenee M. Wood Dale L Wright 
WILLIAMS, STEVEN M. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACH IEVEMENTS: Lambda Chi Alpha 
-Rush Chairman/ Vice-Pres., Vice-Pres. lnterfraternity Council, 
HOME ADDRESS: P.O. Box 1133 Holmes Bch., FL 33509 
WILLIAMS, TERRENCE A. 
B.S. Aviation Technology, HOME ADDRESS: 550 Northern Rd. S. 
Daytona, FL 32019 
WILLIAMSON, RICHARD W. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: 185 Indian Corner 
Rd., Saunderstown, A.I. 02874 
WINES, JOHN F. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: 31 Linden Ave. 
Pelham, N.Y. 10803 
WOLFE, BRUCE L. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, HOME ADDRESS: 5612 Ardmore Ave. 
Fort Wayne, In. 46809 
WOOD, CURT C. 
B.S. Aeronautical Studies, ACHIEVEMENTS: Sky Diving Club, HOME 
ADDRESS: 8 Grove Ln., Greenwich, Ct. 06830 
WOOD, JENEE M. 
B.S. Aviation Administration, ACHIEVEMENTS: Management Club, 
Softball, HOME ADDRESS: 1335 Whitcomb Ave., Des Plaines, II. 
60018 
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Russell T. Wright Mehmet F. Yenice 
Riaz H. Zaidi Ital Zanin 
Henry S. T Joe, M.A. M. 
WRIGHT, RUSSELL T. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, HOME ADDRESS: 618 Golf Rd., D
es 
Plaines, II. 60016 
VENICE, MEHMET F. 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: Sigma Phi Delt
a, 
AIAA, 
YOUNG, DOUGLAS E. 
B.S. Aeronautical Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: Omicron Delta Kapp
a, 
Dean's List, Commercial- Instrument, Multi- Engine, Chess Club -Vic
e-
Pres., HOME ADDRESS: Box 552 West Swanzey, N.H. 03469 
ZACCAGNINI, KENNETH 8. 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Sigma Ch
i, 
Student Pilot, HOME ADDRESS: 57 Welch Terrace, Fairfield, Ct. 06430
 
ZAIDI, RIAZ H. 
B.S. Aircraft Engineering Technology, ACHIEVEMENTS: Beyond Th
e 
Horizon Editor, AAAE, AIAA, ISA 
Douglas E. Young Kenneth B. Zaccagnini 
Eddie C. Zanner Marcus K. Zechini 
ZANIN, ITAL 
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering, ACHIEVEMENTS: L-5 Society, HOM
E 
ADDRESS: 2 Grove Lake Dr. 1408 Coconut Grove, 33133 
ZAHNER, EDDIE C. 
HOME ADDRESS: 4871 Dellen Rd. Groveport, Oh. 43125 
ZECHINI, MARCUS K. 
B.S. Computer Science, ACHIEVEMENTS: S.G.A./S.A.C
. 
Representative, Computer Lab Assistant, HOME ADDRESS: 13 Pi
ne 
Haven Dr. Lynchburg, Va. 24502 
T JOE, HENRY S. 
Master in Aviation Management. 
--
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4 in Legion 
4 in Legion appeared out of nowhere onto the Florida music scene. Who was 4 in Legion? No one seemed to know. The concert in 
the University Center surprised many students who had expected a much less exhilerating show. 
4 in Legion's performance was a kaleidoscope of blistering lead guitar licks and high powered vocals that are the sam 
characteristics of the most successful heavy metal bands today. 
Blending their own creative material with remakes of songs from such top name groups as The Who and George Thoroughgoo 
and the Destroyers, 4 in Legion had everyone off their seats dancing in the aisles and in front of the stage. Applause from 
standing room only crowd in the University Center caused 4 in Legion to come back and do three encores 
A ft er their concert at Riddle, 4 in Legion escalated to a top name group in the central Florida area. For all those who missed th 
concert, the first rate performance by 4 in Legion can be summed up in one short sentence. It was hot! 
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Octoberfest, 1984 
Octoberfest, 1984 was another success with Atlanta Rhythm Section headlining the show. The
 Skip Castro Band provided lea 
music and Robert Nelson, "The Butterfly Man" entertained the crowd with comedy and juggling. Over 1,000 people
 attended 
concert which was from noon to dusk. David "Hoss" Robertson was in charge of security fo
r the day. Mark Creager was st 
manager, with promotional and operational support from Darrin Bond, Dave Marler, and Terri L
itke. Airline tickets were given aw 
by Eastern Airlines and various clubs provided concessions for the event. 
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E-RAU' s 12th Annual Riddle Regatta 
On a beautiful, clear October morning, the 12th Annual Riddle Regatta set sail with all the pomp and circumstance of a blac
k in-
nertube, but with the efforts of Regatta Organizer I Chairperson Debbie Lemoine, Veterans Club President Dave Sava, 
Rich 
Troiana, and all the rest of the Vets Club, the event was a great success. The club made a record-breaking sum for the Lilli
es of 
the Field Day School. The winning team, Spiedi Shack, made a near-perfect finish, and the Shark, once again, was first pla
ce in 
the individual category. A beautiful day, a fast race, a good cause. 
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Jazzfest 
On November 15, superb jazz music was provided by Duos and national recording artists, Steps Ahead for Jazzfest, 
event was held in the University Center, with 400 people buying tickets for the show. 
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The T eocher' s Dunking Booth 
Have you ever really wanted to take a large bucket of water and pour it over that "favorite" teacher of yours? Or have there been 
times when just once, tor that "surprise quiz", you wanted to get that sweet teacher back tor his/her thoughtfulness? Well. this 
Fall, the Senior Class has a fund-raiser that helped quell that stressline, and it's name was "The Dunking Booth". Our famous and 
infamous teaching and administrative staff helped make this activity a success (with some cuts, bumps and bruises to show for it) . 
But they were a plucky bunch and everyone had a great tim~. 
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Comedian Gets Audience Moving 
A packed house started their night off right, by hearing and laughing with Richard Jeni, the opening act for
 4-ln-Legion, an ex-
citing band that played here September 29, 1984. Jeni is from New York. 
Speech Night 
Students. selected as outstanding representatives of Speech Classes 1n the Humanities Department of E-RAU, were invited to 
participate in another outstanding Speech Night, held in the University Center. The event was open the University community 
and provided a forum for these students to give presentations, using the skills they acquired while in their English classes. Con-
gratulations go to all the participants. 


Embry-Riddle: After 20 years 
Nineteen-eighty-four and 1985 were years of change and development for Embry Riddle. We celebrated the twentieth anniver-
sary in Daytona Beach. We celebrated it in grand style with the selection of a new president, the ground breaking of a new 
library, and sponsoring the United States Airforce Precision Flight Team - Thunderbirds in Sky Fest '85. 
The selection of Kenneth Tallman ended a year long search tor a new president. President Tallman came with a respectable 
resume: President of Spartan School of Aeronautics. and Commandant of the United States Airforce Academy. He came to 
Embry-Riddle with new blood and new ideas to inspire an institution that had stagnated in apathy 
Nineteen-eighty-four also found new deans and provosts in new offices. Eric Doten was chosen Provost. he was returning to 
Embry-Riddle having previously been in command of the AFROTC Dept. William Martin filled the office of Dean of Aviation 
Technology and Dr. Luther Reisbig, Dean of Engineering and Aviation Science. The reshuffle of offices followed the selection of 
officers. The Provost was moved on campus to A-building. The academic office and Dean Eagle moved to the old Av. Tech. 
Dean's Office at the flight line and they moved to the academic complex. 
91 
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Other remodeling took place within the UC. The Avian/Phoenix office moved into the larger FSL and the Entertainment Dept. 
was relocated to the health services office. Ah .. . but the demise of the Pub, It became the fast food palace of Embry-Riddle, 
Epicure opened the Flight Deck. 
The flight department reorganized to include high performance twins and single engines. The new twin, a Cessna 303 Crusader, 
is a turbo charged twin six seater with a 24,000 foot ceiling. The Cessna Cutlass RG was chosen to fulfill the Single High Perfor-
mance requirement. Students were able to choose there own flight requirement as to whether they would go single engine or 
multi engine. 
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The university wide computer switch to the IBM PC began with the opening of the PC Lab in C-building. This was the first step to in-
tegrate all university divisions to be compatible with each other. The changes and growth of Embry-Riddle is propelling it farther in-
to the world of high technology. 
George Orwell's 1984 was a negative high technology society. The walls had ears and Big Brother was watching . These were the 
thoughts of Orwell's future. We lived through 1984. Maybe some people thaought that Big Brother was watching, but we grew 
anyway. We propelled ourselves farther into the future, a future Orwell never dreamed of. The next twenty years are years full of 
promise for Embry-Riddle. 
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Phillps C. Abraham Julio A Acosta Franklin J Aderton Jr Michael R
 Agreen Jonathan Akem 
Ronnie R. Alfred Rashed All Al-Aweddh1 Hesham Ahmed Al Hashim 
-
Abdullah M Al-Khozam Sakher F Al-Khre1sha Hamed M. Al-Mandhary 
Frank Alt1er1 Can S Alt1nkum When the sun gets hot, the girls strut their stuff. 
Valentin E Alvarez Ali A Alzuwa1di Christopher Amenechi Cathleen R. Am
odeo George J. Anagnostopoulos 
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~~~~----------------------------......... 
Geoffrey T Anderson Paul M. Antonio Muhanned Y Arab 
• 
Go ahead. Make my day. 
Paul J. Arrambide Omar K. Assowe Paul 
M Baker 
Michael C Arauio 
\\ 
" v 
Brian K. Bartlett 
John T. Armstrong 
(.-, 
Ken S. Barbre! 
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Glenn P Barie Diogenes M. Baron Patr ick Barrett 
My program's perfect, the computer's wrong! 
Heather R. Barrett Javier Basauri Mary F. Brown 
Allen W. Berg Michael D. Bernoske Mark L. Berry 
Charlie R Bines Ian Blackman Gary J. Bollmann 
Darren D. Bond James E. Boston Arlen R. Bowen 
Come on you guys, row harder 
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Michael J Bradley Scott R. Branson Jeff R. Brasser Orin Brathwaite Andrew C. Brunetto 
Jeffrey S Burrell Julie A. Butterfield 
Students eagerly await the start of their next class James B. Butterworth 
James B. Byrd Sharon S. Byrd 
I -
Dan E. Buyas Matt D. Caddo James E. Callaghan Enrique
 A. Campalanas Brian D. Campbell 
Clay D. Cantrell Milton A. Carvajal Joseph L. Catanzaro Dawn M. Cerbo
ne Stephen C. Chandoha 
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Rodney L Chang Robert T Chapman Farhad R. Charmforoosh Saleem Chaudhary Carol A. 
C1v1tello 
Adam C Clarke Michael M. Coates Gregg A. Couen 
Ellen A. Colton David H. Conn Lezlye W. Cooper 
Christina A. Corbett Suzanne Q. Corcoran Dean Rockett looks on as a Regatta entrant is reviewed 
Scott D. Corrao John Cox Jr. Greg A. Craft Scott L Craighead 
Marianne Curt is 
102 
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Andreas W Dang1n Roland F. Dantow1tz Michael D. Davenport Kipling R. Davia J
o B. Davidson 
A quiet, wet day at the flight line 
Gordon C. Davis Lily A. Davis Lynn A. Dearden
 Anthony Delorenzo Eugene F. De Paolo 
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Ernest J Desimone David W Despard 
Dr. Wheeler helps students when they need help. 
loannis D1m1trakak1s David C Dis1p10 Daniel J Driscou 
Jeffrey A. Duggins Joseph J. DuHack 
Ronald M. Dyer David E. Ebon 
Thomas C Eddy Kendal J. Edwards 
What a pose! 
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Peter W EJarque Daniel W Ellinger Richard A. Ensebio John T. Esposito Jerry Esquenaz1 
Miltiadis Exarhov Tim Joseph Fallon 
Another Monday at Riddle Tim D. Farley 
Michael J. Farr Edward W Ferguson 
Manuel I. Fernandez-Longo William Fiallas. II Edgar R. Fiqueroa Vincent L. F
1llpkowski Richard T. Fingers 
Brian F. Finnegan David G. Fisher Elizabeth D. Fisher 
Hein B Floden Robert N Flynn 
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Antonio V Fanseca Richard R. Foote Robert W Forand 
Robert J. Forbeck Christopher J Ford 
David D Foster Londy D. Gambino 
Ak1mlawon J George Russell W Gibbs Eric F Gibson 
Christopher J Gibson Anne M Golightly Mrs. Fedorovich provides a stimulating lecture. 
Roland Gonzales James B. Gordon William T Gorman Ja
mes Granice Gary Grant 
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' Emilio Great t1 Marie Grimmer Richard Guthrie Olof Hafsteinsdott1r Roland Hagley 
Hey! Who parked that C 141 there 
Shelby C. Haig Natalie S. Hall Christopher G Hall iday 
Chris T Haliburton Ricky E. Hamel 
107 
.. 
Cynthia E Hansen David E. Harcarik Clark G Harmon 
Relaxing before the big race is always a good idea 
Catherine Ann Harris Juan Edward Hams 
I 
Scott Alan Hauert Charles M. Haynes Edward T Heemserk 
Bruce G. He1nichen Steven W. Helms 
Julian A Henry Pablo A. Hernandez Joseph C Heuchert Jr 
No, don't hit the photographer he's only doing his job 
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Michael D Heyman Mark Allen Himes Earl R. Hines Theodore A Hodgdon, Ill Scott William Hofer 
Keith David Hoffmann Chad C. Holst Chip Hough 
This beats cafeteria food anyday Rory M. Hubert Stephen A. Hurly 
Geoff J. Hunt 
Robin Lynn Jackson Mehruddin Jan Sandy Janose Kent P Johnson Jeffe
rey T. Jones 
Otis L. Jones Pelen W. Jones Lawerence E. Jorash Spencer Dax Jorgensen 
Joseph John Juska 
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George C. Karagiannis Judith Ann Kastner Michael Paul Kates Mohd Rabie Kayal
i Dawn E. Keith 
Jefferey F. Kern Mohiddin K. Khwaja Richard J. Klinker 
Roger E. Knoell Seymour Ashley Knight Joseph R. Koch 
Susan K. Koeppen Allen Martin Kotarba Another cute girl at the Riddle regatta 
Michael Kouvarakos Clay T. Krout Eric C. Kudey Peter J. Kupper 
Teck Seng Kwa 
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Daryl E. Labine David Paul Lacki Brigitte Lakah Joseph Emmanuel Lanclos Jose M. Lanzas 
L-5 members enjoying some good food at their barbecue 
John K. Larsen Eugenio Laukoo Janet Marie Leake 
Sed1e C. Leake James A. Lechman 
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Tern T. Litke Keith Lamar Litkett Victor Duyane Lloyd 
.. 
Hi mom. Send money 
Shun Lo Frank J. Lofrano Sheri Dawn Langley 
Timothy T. Lunderman Mitchell A. Machelski Michael Craig Mackaman 
Norbert H. Maier Joseph Michael Maksimczyk Harry J. Mallous 
Gregory D. Manning Naser Manochehri Stacey Marcus 
Take me away! 
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Celiana Marques Benigno D. Marquez Mark R. Marshall Andrew A. M
athews Keven Carr Mclaugherty 
Rhett W. McColm Paul A. McDonnough David Thomas McFarland 
Students in the Karate Club always get a thorough workout 
Mary E. McKeown William D. Meadows Robert Kenny Meide
l 
Ann R. Meireles Scott D. Meland Pablo F. Me
lendez Andrew Eric Melin Michael W. Miller 
Rebecca Rochelle Miller Timothy Burnell Miller 
Michael E. Milligan Bradley Chase Mitchell Kenneth M
. Montgomery 
S. Joseph Morano Carlos A. Moreno loann1s John Morphyades Ph1l1p Andrew Morris Thomas James Moms 
Tshepo Motloung Todd L. Mountain Carla I. Mueller 
Muhammad Mukhtar Michael James Mullen Michael L. Murphy 
Geoffrey Craig Murray Patrick J. Murray Loaded up and ready to go 
Ray A. Natac Prakash Navaratnarajah Oscar Navarro Nthnken P. Nchubabou Orlando Emmanuel Negron 
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Joseph Neuchere Paul G. Nich1ni Beryck N. Nicholson Fahad Nizami Curtis John Norcross 
Even I have time for video games 
Armand A. Nyberg Thomas F. O'Boyle Eric J. O'Brien 
Sean Cardin OConnell Robert E. O'Donnell Jr 
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Kimberly Lynn O'Neil Steven J. Orton Raymond Carvel Otto 
Relaxing after a hard day at the Regatta. 
Thomas Joseph Palhamus Lawrence D. Palma Nisan C. Papazyan 
Alastair C. Park John Patrick Parker Sunil K. Patel 
Roy Chandy Paul David K. Pawar Tonyia S. Peddie 
Craig A. Pelissier Frank Perez Matthew D. Perich 
Mrs. Fedorovich on the run 
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Leslie A. Peters Durward E. Pettigrew Guedie Pierre William C. Pitt Dave C
. Polacheck 
Carlo Postell Margaret I. Poteat 
Yeahhhh! Kevin J. 
Proodian Anthony A. Pryce Charles Edmon Puckett 
Clifford Terry Puckett William E. Pulling Kenneth A. Racich 
Jon Ramdass Pedro A. Ramos 
Sidney Wayne Raper Amy Rascati Dana L. Reeves 
Christopher J. Reilly John A. Reyhani 
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Robert G. Riccio 
I 
David G. Rohrlick Nancy P. Rolen 
Gregg A. Rorabaugh Otto Francis Rosasco 
Steven Scott Roth 
H. Wayne Rudisaile 
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Mario Rivera David Charles Robertson Lorenzo A. Rodney Julio A. Rodrigues 
Chad H. Rombalski 
Robert G. Roswell 
J. D. Rouleau 
Douglas W. Rupp 
I"! .,. 
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Mrs. Williams knows that the real work is outside the classroom 
Jonathan P. Russell Ali M. Saddeh Mary A. Saben 
Said S. Sahli Aldo N. Sahuleka Sleiman D. Saliba Robert M. Sauerheber Jose R. Santiago 
Ain't she (he?) sweet 
Alex Santucci Ricardoo M. Santamaria Tom Patrick Sawyer Anthony Paul Scalidi 
Ray Scarbrough 
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Joachim R 
Sch1mmelpfennig 
Hubert Hams Senter Jr 
Chaz Shepard 
Kimberly Jane Simpson 
Brian M Skamra 
Tim Schranz Edwin Scott 
Not long nowi 
Nasser A Shabbar Russell K Shaw 
Eric W. Sherman Susan T Siegel 
John S1n1s1 Nicholas J Sirianni 
Laura Leigh Skamra Daniel Bruce Smith 
Michael Jackson never looked so good 
_ ...... ·'"' ... 4·-· . - ----------------
Jefferey G Smith Jody Kamal11 Smith Renee A. Smith Timothy M S
mith Adewale Somorin 
Kathryn A Sones Tim A Soteropoulos Nilda Ivelisse Soto 
I hope this party never ends 
Alfred F Stappung Jefferey Alan Steen Ni~olaos Stefanoudak1s
 
Laura Lynn Stephens James David Stewart Scott Stric
kland K1eran Joseph Sullivan 
Rebecca L Szewczyk Yoshi Taka1ch1 Khgn
g L Tan Kok-Fel Tan Ibrahim M Tara
wrek 
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Patrick J. Tapen 
Arthur Theocles Barry C. Todhunter 
Thomas J. Townsend Dung Huu Tran 
Rick J. Trinkle 
Johnny S. Valenti 
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Ernest S. Tavares 
John Tuan Tran 
John D. Tully 
Susan A. Valley 
Teamer S. Terry Gary Glenn Thompson John Eric Tisdale 
Members of the entertainment committee enjoy an after concert 
refreshment. 
Thomas F. Van Dorple Timothy Scot Van Milligan John Varga 
Constantine A. Vatistas Marilyn Vega Mary Alke Viccaro Jose Miguel Vidal Adam C. Vignola 
Students enjoy one of the many concerts planned by entertainment. 
Ken Vineburg Stephen McKinley Wall Audrey M. Walker 
Bill Russell Ward Jr. Jacqueline Warner 
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John F Wassong Kelley Maurice Waters Kerr A Watt <; 
President Reagan and Tammy Wynette at the Daytona 
Speedway 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ...... 
Sandri! Annette Wersel Christopher White John F White 
James Robert Willard Varleen E W1llrams Jr Vanek D W1ll1ams 
Alan Frank Wiser Shane Lance Wohlfert Richard G Wolf 
Mark Alan Woodward John R Wray Christopher A Wrrght 
This Airborne Ranger is having fun 
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Buck Wy11dl 1.i1 1 Moshe Yuda Sergio Aleiaridro Zamora 
Peter J Zepp Brian C Zuba Za1nul Zulhilm1 
All the Presiden t 's guns Alber t Shane Zuromski Claudio Pedra1ta 
Air Force 1 after touchdown in Daytona 
·-··-· ' ·-·--·----·--- -------------------------· ... 
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BASEBALL 
" ... And once the referee said 'play ball', the players came into the field to compete for the glory and respect that only t 
best team could talk about and understand ... " 
The Embry-Riddle Baseball Club learned during a hard working season that winning is an uphill battle, but it brings a gr 
deal of respect, earned by the team, to the unrversity. 

130 
BASKETBALL 
Running from one to another side of the court. from the mid court to the forecourt, throwing passes and running fast t 
finally get into the defense zone, players moved the basketball in a strong battle for a rebound. 
With at least one tournament every trimester, Basketball in Embry-Riddle became for many students, not just a sport, 
an important part of their everyday life. 
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FLAG FOOTBALL 
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LACROSSE 
" With only ten seconds remaining, Embry-Riddle scored the final goal, beating the number two ranked team. " 
In existence for only a few months, the Lacrosse Club became very active playing and competing, closing with a winning 
record. Even though they were not officially a member of the league the club managed to get involved in some scrimmages 
th other teams. The club played three different area teams with a 2-1 final record. 
Mn!MV•Riddle 
Embry-Riddle 
Embry-Riddle 
10 
28 
07 
Orlando 
Ocala 
Gainsville 
7 
1 
10 
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SOFTBALL 
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STREET HOCKEY 
A sport that can be considered as an old tradition in Embry-Riddle, is Street Hockey. 
During every game night of the season, it was possible to find many people getting together by the tennis courts, waiting to 
see another exciting game. 
Many clubs and fraternities were involved in the Street Hockey tournaments, making every season much better than the 
one before 
------
VOLLEYBALL 
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ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE 
Chairmar Mark Creager 
Advisor Kathy Novak 
Co-Advisor: L aurie Ranfos 
Committee Coordinators: Vice-Chairman & Security -David 
"Hoss" Robertson; Stage Manager & Promotion -Damn 
Bond; Business Manager-Bridget Fitzgerald: Movie -Fd 
Heemskerk: Small Shows -Joe Koch; Hospitality-Michael 
Geletka; Promotion-T em Litke. 
Activities: Some of the acts students enjoyed this year 
were: Four-in-Legion Concert, 9/ 29; The Atlantic Rhythm 
Section with Skip Castro Band, Butterfly Man and the 
Hungry Five, 10 I 20; Stevie and the Hotheads for Hallo-
ween, 10/27; Steps Ahead with Duoes, 11/15 Comedians: 
Edward Jackman,kDavid Nastar and Dave Rudolf, 11 /30; 
The Malones, 2/ 16/85; and a big one, Molly Hatchet. 3/2. 
The Entertainment Committee continues to provide a varie-
ty of activities to the students. These events include 
blockbuster movies, comedians. concerts, lectures and 
dances. 
The focus of this committee has changed somewhat over 
the year. It has become evident that Daytona Beach has 
plenty of activities to entice our students to the beach dur-
ing the Spring - particularly Spring Break. Because of this 
the annual Spring outdoor concert has been eliminated to 
avoid competing with the free bandshell concerts. In lieu of 
this, more activities were planned and will continue to be 
planned for the Fall trimester. This year Octoberfest was a 
great success with the Skip Castro Band opening for Atlan-
ta Rhythm Section. 
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AVION NEWSPAPER 
The 1984-85 school year marked a period of transition for 
the A VlON newspaper. Moving to larger quarters in the 
U.C., the AVION increased its office space, upgraded its 
darkroom and layout facilities, and incorporated new com-
puter equipment. 
The Space Technology department was formed and was 
extremely well received by both the student body and the 
industry. 
The AVION continued its tradition of providing up-to-date 
news, entertaining and informative features, and in-depth 
interviews with newsmakers both on-and-off campus. 
Editor-in-Chief: Brian F. Finnegan 
News Editor: Suzanne Corcoran 
Copy Editor: Fall- Max Corneau 
Spring- Jeff Guzzetti 
Space Technology Editor: Fall- Jeff Guzzetti 
Spring- Patrick McCarthy 
Staff Historian: Brian Nicklas 
Sports Editor: Fall- Kelly Shortt 
Spring- Brian Mosdell 
Photo Editor: Michael Fabrie 
Entertainment Editor: Fall- Alex Sokolski 
Production Manager: Fall- Antony Pinto 
Spring- Richard Calvert 
Ad Manager: Tim Van Milligan 
Business Manager: Gordon Crago 
Adviser: Dr. Roger Osterholm 
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PHOENIX YEARBOOK 
Nineteen eighty-five was a year of change, not only of the 
University. but also for the PHOENIX yearbook. 
A new kind of administration was formed, a new office with a 
larger darkroom and better equipment was obtained, and an 
advanced computer system was purchased. 
A very hard working, creative, and well trained staff, formed 
by students, whose main goal was to create a better and dif-
ferent kind of yearbook, was the most important part of the 
making of the 1985 PHOENIX. 
Design techniques and working ideas which had never been 
used before, were used by the staff and applied to the crea-
tion and completion of this yearbook. 
Working. learning, dinning and partying together during 
almost a complete year made possible for the PHOENIX staff 
not only to reach its goal, but also to complete a great and 
very close friendship which like our yearbook, may last 
forever ... 
Production Editor: Manuel Fernandez-Longo 
Creative Editor: Jose Miguel Vidal 
Managing Editor: Morris Little, Jr. 
: ~------__ ..... .._ ______________________________________________________________________________________ ..,.jl.U ..... -
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INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL 
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. . 
President: Mark R. Happ 
Advisor: Becky Robertson 
Activities: During Oct. 1 - 4, the IFC sponsored a voter 
registration table in the University Center. This was highly 
successful, having registered more than 270 students. As a 
follow-up. the IFC polled the student body to see the 
general view of the campus. The club helped sponsor Elec-
tion Night activities in the Pub area. Members helped design 
and publish a new IFC pamphlet, and are actively working 
on Greek Week and IFC Rush Events during Spring '85 . 
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ALPHA ET A RHO 
EXECUTIVE BOARD Mitch Williams, President 
Howard Hollander. Vice President 
Alex Solcolsk1, Secretary 
Tom Starky, Treasurer 
Joe Elm, Alumni Secretary 
John Hearn, Parliamentarian 
Tim Jasmin, Pledgemaster 
Ben Barracus, Historian 
ALPHA ET A RHO is the only fraternity on campus that is 
totally aviation oriented. The purposes of the fraternity: 
( 1) to further the cause of aviation in all of its branches, 
(2) to instill in the public mind a confidence in aviation, 
(3) to promote contacts between the students of aviation 
and those engaged in ~he profession, and (4) to promote a 
closer affiliation between the students of aviation for the pur-
poses of education and research. With the purposes of the 
fraternity in mind and our outstanding trust and brotherhood 
in each other, we better ourselves everyday. 
Although very active in community and aviation oriented 
projects, it is at this time that the Epsilon Rho Chapter of 
Alpha Eta Rho extends its deepest sympathy to Mr. and Mrs. 
R. Mulcahy for the loss of their son Roger, one of our most 
outstanding brothers. 
DELTA CHI 
President: Bob Denecke 
Advisor: Roger Kinney 
Act1v1t1es: An outstanding fall rush produced fourteen 
"mot vated assocated members" in this fraternity. The 
members celebrated Founders Day on October 13th, as 
well as the chapter's 10th anniversary on Oct. 12. Football 
season went well including a surprise victory over Sigma 
Chi. The brothers were anxious to participate in Greek 
Week, hockey, basketball, and other activ1t1es throughout 
the year. 
' 
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
President: Matt Maranto 
Advisor: Philip Metz 
Activities: The big drive this year has been the slogan: 
"Don't Pledge Us - Join Us." The program has tripled the 
membership in only eight months. With buttons, posters, a 
pledge busters song, and informal, personal talks with 
students, Lambda Chi has explained the difference 
between an associate membership and a traditional 
pledge program. The result in January 1985, was 41 in 
total membership. 
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SIGMA PHI DELTA 
Chief Engineer: Thomas Rau 
Vice-Chief: Brooks Faurot 
Business Manager: Sherman Corning Ill 
Secretary: Patrick Murray 
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Christopher Phelps 
Sigma Phi Delta in front of house: (Back) Mike 
Destefano, Jae Lee, Juan Arencibia, Marc Bahan, Patrick 
Murray, Michael Schwetz, Sherman Corning, Tony 
Williams, Thomas Rau, Brook Faurot Mehmet Yenice, Dr. 
Christopher Phelps, Steve Taylor. (Front) Susan Vega, 
Marie Abisellan, Kim Poland, Oksana Bardygula, Bob 
Brown, Bert Senter. 
. . ... ,-.. ' -·-··· ·-·----------
-- - -----
Activities: Sigma Phi Delta members have been really busy 
this year. Aside from the traditional rush activities, a Toga 
Party, Study Habits Renewal, a tour to Sikorsky Helicopter 
in West Palm Beach, and a trip to Merritt Island Airport to 
watch the experimental aircraft demonstrations were part 
of the fall activities. A Brothers' Meeting, Rush party and 
smoker were held in early 1985. 
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SIGMA Pl 
President: Peter Matalon 
Advisor: Dale Trillow 
ACTIVITIES: Nine pledges were recruited this fall. The 
fraternity went to Gainesville to participate in the charter-
ing of a new Sigma Pi Chapter at the University of Florida 
Another road trip to Athens, Ga. took place to visit 
another chapter, and car washes helped raise funds. 
SIGMA CHI 
President. Biii isakson 
Advisor. Dtck Ulm 
Activities: The Sigma Cht Chapter at 1:.~rAW 
ed m 1971. We have grown to 50 activef"•"*'1~t·t!Wlhli 
close to 300 alumni. There are three. main _""..,"'' 
ment for Sigma Chi; the house the Qrftf1llllllllc" 
munity. Our social calendar 1s vaned and an busy 
Our pledge program, the most vital pa of our operation, 
takes much of the tree time of most brothers and officers 
nd is the process by which we main our membership 
Olvement 1s also vaned. We sponsor a 
trllJIMtq Red Cross Blood Drive on campus, and each 
we new ecords for amounts donated 
On the community level, we have a large and successful 
fUnd rals ng project for Easter Seals. This year we raised 
$3,000 which wHI be used 1n Volusia County. Our pledge 
class has a community proiect each trimester, and they 
have worked with many diverse groups, from Special Olym-
pics to the YWCA 
.. 
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS 
President: Jeff Cohen 
Advisor: Dr. T ej Gupta 
Activities: The big news for AIAA is the 1985 observance of 
national engineers' week. Contests which fill the week with 
activities include: an engineering open house, a company 
display day, guest speakers, and glider and model contest. 
The two guest speakers were Abdullah S. Aljabri and 
Lockheed Georgia. This year's theme was "Engineers: turn-
ing ideas into reality." 
NINETY NINES 
Presider t Jean Macie Cassese 
Advisor Cndy Gruber 
Purpose· To engage 1n educational, charitable and scient1f1c 
cict1v1t1c, and to provide a close relat1onsh1p among women 
p11o•s and unite them 1n any movement that may be for their 
benefit or for that of aviation. Qualifications: Females with 
active private license or better 
.. .. .. ~ _ _ __ _ # .... ~----- ·-------------- ---------~-- ·· ---···· • ., __ _ .. ~ ...... - - - ••••• 
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THE ORIENTATION TEAM 
FALL 1984, SPRING 1985 LEADERS 
P. Anderson, S. Barlow, A. Eyzaguirre. N. Fasano, C. 
Heehler, J. Hislope. A. lrvani, J. Keck, J. Matijevic, J. 
Miller, G. Murray, S. Sullivan 
ORIENTATION TRAINERS/ COORDINATORS: 
Linda Bloom. Director of Counseling; Lynn Evans, 
Counselor; Deborah Scott, (now) Administrator of 
Cooperative Education and Career Planning, and Jean 
Snyder, Publications Coordinator Family Orientation. 
The Orientation T earn is an elite group of highly motivated, 
school spirited student leaders with outstanding interper-
sonal skills. The purpose f the Orientation Team is to help 
new students during their transition to E-RAU and the 
Daytona Beach community. 
BOWLING LEAGUE 
President: Michael Geletka 
Advisor: Edward Swinson 
Activities: The Bowling League has produced some 
outstanding scores and team performances. There were 24 
teams this Spring with 4 players per team. The teams play 
at LaPaloma Bowling Lanes every Monday, during the 
trimester. and team members are sanctioned by the 
nationals. 
.. .. ~ . ·-- ~ .... ~.~ .. ---- -~ ----...-....... ___ --------- -·----"" ·· . ..-.. . ~ .. __.. .. ~ .. ·· .... -. . . 
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President: Mehdi Aloui 
Advisor: Teresa Healy 
Activities: The French Club is made up of students in-
terested in the French language and in the cultures of 
French speaking countries. True to the French appreciation 
of fine cuisine. most club activities involve the sharing and 
discussing of fine foods from many countries. Club activities 
this year have included meetings, happy hour discussions of 
French around the world, a Mardi Gras buffet dinner, and 
the viewing of French film. 
J 
. . -· •' • · ·-- - - ---·-- --·-------~---- -...__ 
CHESS CLUB 
President: Jonathan Russel 
Advisor: Roger Kayser 
Activities: Jonathan Russell, Chess Club president, tied for 
second place in the Fall Championship of E-RAU's Chess 
Club sponsored tournament. Raymond Segebrecht of 
Deland, Fla. won the tourney, and John Estock shared se 
cond place with Jonathan. The tournament was held to help 
promote the club, increase participation, activity, and in-
terest in chess. This Spring three more Chess tournaments 
took place here. This is the beginning of regular chess tour-
naments in Daytona for the first time. These are nationally 
rated, and open to members of the U.S. Chess Federation. 
\ 
\ 
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CHESS CLUB 
President: Jonathan Russell 
Advisor: Roger Kayser 
ri The Chess Club of E-RAU held Spring Chess,,. •• ,,.., 
1
1 inviting interested chess enthusiasts from ar 
' ...... -----------~---------
' . 
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B 
BEYOND THE HORIZON 
Editor: Chandu Kuntawala, Fall 1984 
Editor: Ian Blackman, Spring 1985 
Advisor: Charlotte Skinner 
Publications Coordinator: Jean Snyder 
The Beyond the Horizon is the newspaper made by and for 
the foreign student population on this campus. The students 
have learned journalistic writing and layout techniques and 
have also brought graphics. art, creative writing and a 
special creativity to this special publication. Issues of this 
newspaper are distributed both locally and to the em-
bassies of the foreign students on this campus. 
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SIGMA GAMMA TAU 
President: Terry Tri 
Advisor: Charles Eastlake 
Purpose: To recognize excellence in academic achievement 
in aeronautical engineering. 
. ,. ·'··-·-· ·---·--------·---------. -- ------ ~-
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ET A MU SIGMA HONOR SOCIETY 
" 
·· ·------------.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.iPilr-.... 
President: Ray Casey 
Advisor: Don Campbell 
ACTIVITIES: The big drive this year is to "Go National". 
This campaign is progressing with six new schools in-
terested in starting chapters of Eta Mu Sigma. The club 
also held initiation ceremonies with Provost Doten as 
guest speaker. Social activities include a post-Octoberfest 
celebration, and a trip to Busch Gardens. Efforts are 
underway to computerize the club records to better serve 
the club's alumni and present members. 
173 
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MANAGEMENT CLUB 
President Arnold Leonora 
Advisor· Rudy Knabe 
ACTIVITIES. This Spring the Management Club has 
hosted Mr Peter Brooker. Financial Consultant for Merril 
Lynch who spoke on investments and personal financial 
planning. Other activities for the tnmester include hosting 
a seminar conducted by the Consumer Credit Counseling 
Services manager, has restructured their officers titles and 
respons1b1lities. The club holds many such programs to 
benefit a large number of students. faculty and staff here, 
t roughout the year. 
f 
FUTURE PROFESSIONAL WOMEN IN AVIATION 
President: Diana Simson 
Advisor: Diann Ramsden 
Activities: FWPA ran a concession stand at the Daytona 
500 this Spring. Later the club plans on also working at 
both the motorcycle races and the Firecracker 400. There 
is also a possibility of club involvement in this year's 
Skyfest, and E-RAU's 20th Anniversary Party. Other ac-
tivities planned this Spring are: a trip to the Space Center 
and/or a shuttle launching. The major emphasis this 
Spring; however, is organization and membership drives. 
.. . •.. 
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E-RAU SCUBA CLUB 
President: Dennis Mccusker 
Advisor: Chandler Titus 
Activities: As of January '85, the Scuba Club continued 
holding meetings every Wednesday night in A-214. The 
club has started two open water certification courses for 
student, staff and faculty. These are held on Tuesday and 
Thursday evenings, and a weekend course, all day, Satur 
day and Sunday for two weekends. On Feb. 16th, the club 
planned a weekend dive to Crystal River (providing t 
weather cooperated.) 
s 
STORMRIDERS SURF CLUB 
President. Martin Alexander 
Vice President: Kevin Wood 
Advisor. Victor Morris 
.Activities: With 1985 comes meetings. practices and com-
tition for the Surf Club At their Jan. 31st meeting, 20 in 
terested students came varying in skill from beginners to 
NSSA open season competitors. It looks like a good team, 
and the club follows closely to the competitive circuit. 
Meetings include surf movies, and are an excellent chance 
to find out where the action will be over the weekend. 
177 
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SENIOR CLASS COUNCIL 
December, 1984 Senior Class Council: James Beard. Larry 
Brandenburg, Patricia A. Brillaud, Lynn Carter, Phillip 
Chischenze, Beth Ann Funaro, Eva Marie Funaro. Machael 
Greto. Peter Nikic, Mary Gail Sink (V.P.), Walter Sorenson, 
Jr., Craig Temple, Larry Tokar, Jenee Wood (Pres.). Kathy 
J. Novak (Advisor) . Laurie Ranfos (Co-Advisor) . 
April, 1985 Senior Class Council: Thomas G. Bialozynski, 
Robert L. Brown, Jinty A. Butler, Gustavo A. Carbonell, Con-
stance Corcoran, Joseph Diana, Nicholas P. Fasano, Brooks 
B. Faurot, Robert E. Hardwick, Jr. (V.P.), Howard Hollander, 
Sandy Krigel (Pres.), Eddie Meza. Luis Pacheco, Julio 
Pereira. Thomas Rau, Michael Schwetz. 
Through e combined financial efforts of the December, 
1984 and April. 1985 Senior Classes, with the financial 
assistance of the Student Government Association, a new 
Alpha I electronic marquee has been purchased for 
$2, 100. This electronic sign will provide clubs, 
organizations and university departments with an 
innovative way to promote and inform the UniverSity 
community. Thanks go to the time and effort given by -
members of these organizations. 

L-5 AEROSPACE SOCIETY 
President: Eva Marie Funaro and Ed Zanner 
Advisor: William Brown 
Activities: The purpose of the L-5 Aerospace Society is to 
promote the peaceful development and utilization of space 
through educational and social activities. The E-RAU 
Chapter actively promotes these goals through many on 
and off campus activities open to all students. These ac-
tivities include trips to Daytona Beach Planetarium. the 
Kennedy Space Center. EPCOT Center. and all space 
shuttle launches. Other activities include: circulating pro-
space petitions. selling laser prints, sponsoring guest 
speakers from various space related industries, showing 
NASA films, sponsoring model rocket exhibitions, and par-
ticipating in Natonal L-S's annual Space Week Celebra 
tions. The chapter also holds several events for members, 
including the annual Hawaiian Party, and a trimesterly 
Awards Banquet. 
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RIDDLE SKIERS 
President: Jeff Pager 
Advisor: Dr. James Cunningham 
Activities: With the initiation of 1985, Riddle Skiers were 
involved in a massive fundraising effort. Doughnut sales, 
car washes, as well as concession sales at three entertain-
ment movies helped raise funds for the club. The club's 
profits are going to be used to provide members with 
"reduced rate" waterskiing. The members enjoy skiing 
together at Lake Diaz, in Deland. Many new beginner 
water skiers have learned how to ski with the help of club 
members. 
Two major short-term projects the club aspired to this 
Spring were: to install a slalom course for competitive 
waterskiers for practice; and to rebuild a water ski jump 
for Bob Cooke, a founder of the Waterski Hall of Fame. 
.. --/'. ·-----··------------- ---- ------ ----- -.;......__ -----
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SCREAMING EAGLES MODEL AIRPLANE CLUB 
President: Roy Weinberg 
Advisor: John Walsh 
Activities: The Screaming Eagles have sponsored both 
static displays and special flying events throughout the 
year. The club is quite active this year and go flying every 
"nice" Sunday at 3 p.m. at their advisor, John Walsh's, 
farm on Tomoka Farms Road. Club meetings are every 
Monday at 8:00 p.m. 
,,. 
AMERICAN HELICOPTER CLUB 
President Peter E1arque 
Advisor· M. Fitzgerald 
Purpose: To promote the growth and understanding of the 
helicopter Industry and related fields. To be a part of this 
club, one needs to be an Embry-Riddle student. 
-
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E-RAU SKYDIVERS 
., •'t11------T""-------------------------------------------~ ... .J...J ... 
President: James Gwinn 
Vice President: Sue Siegel 
Advisor; Fred Hamilton 
Activities: E-RAU's Skydivers started out Fall trimester with 
a loose group of students, and ended the tri with some 25 
members, the accomplishment of two demonstration jumps 
,'~.·-----------------------
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into the E-RAU campus, and continuing training of new 
jump students. The club strives for a steady progression at 
student jumpers, more demonstration jumps, and t 
organization of several teams within the club. Hopes 
high for this "adventuresome spirited" group of stude 
who "desire to fly freely among the clouds. 
187 
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SOCIETY OF COLLEGIATE JOURNALISTS 
President: Jeff Guzzetti 
Advisor: Dr. Roger Osterholm 
Activities: Spring activities included participation in na-
tional SCJ College Press Awards Competitions, the sale of 
nature prints in the Volusia Mall, responsibility of 
publishing the Skyfest Airshow program and Creations 
Literary Magazine (this is now accomplished twice a 
year) . Six people are also scheduled to attend the 1985 
National SCJ Biannual Convention. 

PRECISION FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION TEAM 
/~1 -------------r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------..-.J...-.i 
Captain: Mitch Williams 
Advisor Wade Suther 
Activities The newly formed flight team came home from a 
respectable showing at the NIF A Flight Meet, held in 
Melbourne The team placed in several events including the 
s1 nu lat or pre-flight. message drop, "SCAN" - an intense 
test on a1rcnft navigation, and computer accuracy events 
Eight universities/ colleges were involved in this 
competition 
''··-----------""""'---------------------------------~ I 
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YOSHUKAI KARATE CLUB 
President: Timmy Vazquez 
Advisor: Dr. John Wheeler 
Activities: Classes continue to be hekJ to 
the martial arts, on Tuesdays and Thu 
planned on going to the University of 
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EMBRY-RIDDLE VETERANS ASSOCIATION, INC. 
President, Fall '84: David Sava 
President, Spring '85: Ronald R. Costa 
Advisor: Ken Clark 
Activities: This fall, the Vets Club held its 12th Annual Riddle 
Regatta, co-sponsored by Daytona Budweiser. All pro-
ceeds were donated to the "Lillies of the Field" day-care 
center, totalling over $1,300,00. This event was held Oct. 
6th, and the donation check was given to Mr. and Mrs. 
Sullivan, founds of the center two weeks later. The club also 
greatly helped in collecting canned food and clothing for 
needy families in the local area. These projects were coor-
dinated by Father Kenan Morris. This Spring, fund-raising 
took priority, with the races providing the greatest funds. 
· Budv,ei~er 
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Reserve Officers Training Corps 
AIR FORCE 
.. AFRO TC is your practical classroom; a place tor VQU- to 
learn arrd build the kind of leadership and managerial sl<ills: 
necessary to become successful In any career endeavor, 
whether it's Air Force or civilian industry." ... Chatfes \.. 
Dodds, Jr .• Colonel, USAF Commander 
AFROTC is a college course of study which provides the 
necessary education to prepare qualified men and women 
to commissions in the U.S. Air Force when they receive 
their degree. E-RAU offers both the 4-year and 2-year 
AFROTC programs. 
-,...,_____ . . - ~ 
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Reserve Officers Training Corps 
ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY 
Commander: Keith Firsching 
Advisor: Captain Kenneth Snider 
Activities: The Arnold Air Society is a professional 
organization of Air Force ROTC cadets. The Gill Robb 
Wilson Squadron here has performed a wide variety of ser-
vice projects for the community, the school, and the 
detachment. Such projects include working with the 
United Way, Special Olympics, and raising funds for the 
AAS national project-tuberous sclerosis. The society's 
main objective is to aid in the development of effective Air 
Force officers, and achieves this objective through the 
variey of service projects that we have completed. 
... a proud tradition 
COLOR GUARD : The AFROTC Color Guard has par-
ticipated in a variety of University and community events, 
brings pride not only to the detachment but the school. This 
year's members are: Earl Taylor, Victor Deleon, Wesley 
Brown, and Barry Todhunter. 
PRECISION DRILL TEAM : This year's drill team have 
provided parades and Air Force functions with an elite 
group of able team members, giving a precise, and taylored 
performance. The team members are: D. Conn, J. Ruppell. 
E. Heemskert, L. Bzezinski, J. Hernandez, M. Perich, G. 
Cohen, R. Ridgway, R. Negron, J. Vazguez, H. Millan, M. 
Zick, J. Schulke, P. Renwick, D. Cochrane, M. Kealhofer, B. 
Vlachos, E. Sherman, J. Restaino, B. Zuba, N. Maier, R. 
Colantonio, and R. Berrones. 
DET. 157 MARCHING BAND: A new phenomenon made 
its way to E-RAU this year, with the development of the 
band. On early mornings, or evenings, the moving sounds of 
brass and drums can be heard in the Dorm I parking lot. It is 
a special sight and sound. Band members are: L. Bias, J. 
Mannone, Jr., R. Lippmann, J. Ryan, K. Barbret, J. Sartin, 
S. Longley, M. Davenport, M. Breakey, J: Davis, T. Schranz, 
B. Vickery, and J. Maksimczyk. 
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Reserve Officers Training Corps 
ARMY 
The Army ROTC program provides an opport 
lieutenant in the U.S Army US Army Rese 
high percentage of the graduating students r·eoeMt~>rruniflJM'1t 
----~~~--------·· --· - ~-
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E-RAU Administration 
You should be commended for your in-
sight in considering aviation as your 
career field. Industry analysts agree 
that aviation is the career of the '80s 
-and beyond. As aviation leads the 
way for industry into the high tech era, 
Embry-Riddle has earned a position of 
leadership in aviation higher educa-
tion. To become educated you have to 
be flexible. Flexibility is crucial to get-
ting the most from a university educa-
tion. Use this time to try new tech-
niques, ask new questions, and look at 
things in a different light. 
(Taken from 1984-85 E-RAU 
Catalogue, Dr. Jeffrey H. Ledewitz) 
(pictured above) 
Dr. Jeffrey H. Ledewitz 
Interim President, Chancellor 
Mr. John A. Fidel 
Vice President, Dir. of Development 
Dr. William L. Motzal 
Vice President, Assist. Sec., Director of 
Special Projects 
Mr. Charlas S. Williama 
Vice President, 
Provost-International Campus 
Mr. Eric S. Doten 
Provost, Daytona Beach Campus 
Mr. Robert L. Rockett 
Dean of Student Affairs 
Ma. Sarah D. Fogle 
Dean of Academic 
Mr. Charles Fountain 
Director of Business Affairs 
Mr. Paul Daly 
Provost, Prescott Campus 
Mr. Kenneth Tallman 
President Elect 
Brig. Gen. William W. Spruance 
Chairman of the Board 
Mr. John C. Adams, Jr. 
Mr. W. Lockwood Burt 
Mr. Roger G. Campbell 
Mr. Austin 0. Combs 
Mr. Thomas M. Conrad, Ill 
Dr. James E. Crane 
E-RAU Board of 
Trustees 
The Board of Trustees is devoted to the 
education of young people in aviation skills. 
These nationally, regionally and locally known 
professionals give freely of their time in 
establishing policy and providing guidance to 
the administration in the furtherance of the 
educational goals and objectives of the 
University. 
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Mr. E. William Crotty, Esq. 
Mrs. Gertrude B. Dayton 
Mr. A. Tracy Doryland 
Mr. Philip H. Elliott, Esq. 
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Mr. George R. Farnham 
Mr. William H. G. France 
Mrs. Jeanne M. Goddard 
Senator Barry Goldwater 
Dr. Richard E. Grace 
Mr. Richard G. Harrington 
Mr. William R. Howard 
Mr. Robert H. Hubsch 
Mr. F. W. {Bill) Hulse, IV 
Dr. Charles E. Knox 
The Honorable James Kolbe 
Dr. Serge A. Korff 
Mr. M. Chapin Krech 
Mrs. Moya Olsen Lear 
Mr. Robert Luis 
Dr. John W. Morris, Ill 
Captain James R. Phillips, Jr. 
Dr. James 0. Plinton, Jr. 
Dr. J. Paul Riddle 
Captain Kimball J. Scribner 
Mr. Raymond B. Sigafoos 
Mr. Thomas W. Staed 
Dr. Edward W. Stimpson 
Mr. James H. Straube! 
Dr. Lee P. Thompson 
Col. Cloyce J. Tippett 
Dr. Webster B. Todd, Jr. 
Mr. John B. Wing 
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Aeronautical Engineering 
Dr. Howard Curtis, Chair. 
John C. Hilton 
John R. Novy 
Ming Hsien Wang 
Donald Broadhurst 
Dr. James G. Ladesic 
Howard Patrick 
Aeronautical Science 
John R. Barney 
Charles Eastlake Dr. Tej R. Gupta 
Dr. Wayne Nack Richard E. Neale 
Dr. Frank J. Radosta John M. Weavil 
Walter Bostwick Richard D. Bryant 
Ronald N. Caylor Bill Fain 
Phyllis Salmons, Math & Physical Sciences 
William V. Gruber Dr. Milton Horwitz 
Norbert R. Kluga Dana M. Middlekauff 
Victor F. Morris, Jr. Charles Richardson Randy Griffith, Avionics 
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Jeffrey L. Richmond 
Shannon L. Trebbe 
Frank E. Wencel 
Aviation Maint. Technology 
William R. Baldwin 
Albert H. Rogers 
Richard A. VanBibber 
A/C Engineering Technology 
Boyd B. Oellerich, Chair . 
James Delk 
Dr. John Wheeler, Humanities 
Bahram Foroughi Warren Foss 
Donald Gardner Franklin H. Hall 
Theodore S. Michelini Frank P. Moran 
/ 
Paul Parme John N. Story 
-
Alphonso Zaccaria, Jr. Taher Zeglam 
Robert H. Kieper 
William A. Neese 
Peter Vosbury 
Aviation Management 
Dr. John L. Pope, Chair. 
Marvin E. Martin 
Charles E. Otis 
Walter L. Wichard 
William J. Brown 
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Bruce D. Chadbourne Patricia A. Corcoran Dr. John P. Eberle Frederick A. Hamilton 
( 
Bonnie B. Holloway Arthur C. Jacoby Ralph Kimbrough Rudolph E. M. Knabe 
Dr. Carl H. Lippold Hoyt P. Maulden Joseph Nieb Joseph E. Obi 
Dr. Philip A. Weatherford Avionics 
Nolan E. Coleman, Chair. Tom Aycock Ken Clark 
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William A. Martin, Dean, College of Aviation Technology 
Ann Apperson, Social Sciences 
George Neal 
Computer Science 
Shirley Fedorovich 
Dean F. James 
Adelbert W. Ransom 
John Walsh 
Dr. lraj Hirmanpour 
Frank H. Moxley, Jr. 
William Runnion 
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Aboalfazi Salimi James R. Thorne 
I 
I 
Roger Campbell, Social Sciences Flight 
Melville R. Byington, Chair. Mason Aldrich 
Joy Wentz, Humanities Don A. Alonso Gregory Fontaine 
Fred X. Guidi Steven Hampton Larry H. Jackson Roger Kenney 
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Stephen J. Kline Gregory J. Nelli Dr. Theodore Phillips, Ill John E. Phipps 
Thomas Preston Agee C. Tacker Edward D. Yackel 
Dr. Winifred Bryan Roger G. Campbell Catherine M. Ellis Janet B. Goodrich 
Dr. Dan Jones Stephen R. Jones Donna Kessler Robert King 
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Virginia A. Magaha Dr. Mary H. Mclemore 
Peter Quigley Thomas Rosenthal 
Michael 0 . Williams Nancy E. Williams 
Nirmal Devi Dr. Frederick D. Elston 
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Dr. Roger Osterholm 
Harry Shoff 
Math/ Phys. Sciences 
Dr. William F. Grams, Chair. 
Iris C. Ferrell 
-- · · ~· - _ .. ~.. .... ~ . 
Dr. Robert Oxley 
Dr. John P. Wheeler 
Dr. Shiv K. Aggarwal 
Robert C. Fleck , Jr. 
Mary Gurnee Carol Jacobs Donna Kessler, Humanities 
Lee Kiser Elliott H. Palmer 
Dr. Christopher Phelps David Ross Ming Wang, Aeronautical Engineering 
Phyll is Salmons Raymond Young AFRO TC Lt . Col. John B. Cramlet Major Steven Kleid 
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Krista Martin, Laurie Ranfos - Student Activities 
Pat Bradbury - Registration/ Records 
Students study in the strangest places; location: Student 
Employment. 
Linda Bloom 
Counseling Center 
Wayne Bottomley 
Institutional Research 
Cheryl Chalupa, Marian Gaston - Cashiers 
Mary Brown 
Housing Department 
Eugene Davis 
Safety I Security 
Mary Hambrose - lnCom Center 
Karen Wingert - Student Employment 
Jackie Warner - lnCom Center 
Kathy Harris - Cashiers Margie Carlton, Nancy Stone - Cashiers 
~ ,,.. .. t 
. . . .. ·~ ·•-....... __ __.. ... ... --~------- ------ ---- --- -- .. . -··-- .. . -.. ~· ~ ~ . ~. 
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Daniel Kelly 
Dean of Students 
Father Kennan Morris 
Campus Ministry 
Doris Hattenbach and student assistant - Communications 
Evelyn Motley, Fay Callahan - Epicure 
Dianne Thompson 
Corporate Secretary /Treas. 
Ted Thompson 
Admissions 
Using the free on-campus red phone helps one student get 
questions answered. 
Tom Conard - Student Government Association 
Alice Owens - Communications 
Carole Kessler - Foreign Student Services 
The most direct route between two points; the new parking lot walkway! 
Waiting for the nurse, is a unique experience when the Avioff 
arrives. 
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Sonja Taylor, Valerie Herron - Housing 
Bernice Brown - Health/ Counseling, Lynn Evans 
-Counseling 
,.. 
Greg Patscheck, Lisa Brazzel, John Berry, Deborah Scott 
-Career Center 
Jean Snyder, Kathy Novak, Laurie Ranfos - Student 
Activities 
Carl Matthews, Robert Bibb - Mail Room 
Lorraine Meyers - Foreign Student Services 
Joe Dowdell - Bookstore 
Trudy Tiffany 
Off-Campus Housing 
Leslie Whitmer 
Recreation 
John Schneider, Janet Zeglam - Housing 
Steve Whitmer 
Budget & Finance 
Edward Wurzbach 
Recreation 
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(H©) l l VW©)©)[p) 
~/J (I "" ~ ~ A DIV rfoonc/c+rf 
6,000 MOVIES ~ II i!J, ~ ~ 
0 VHS & BETA 
0 "G" TO "ADULT' 
0 CAMERA & VCR RENTAL 
0 EASY FINANCING 
0 MOVIE CLUBS 
0 IN-HOUSE REPAIRS 
0 VIDEO TRANSFERS 
0 SENIORS DISCOUNT 
0 FRIENDLY SERVICE 
0 PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 
... compare our 
prices anydere. 
'/OU NAME IT, WEVE GOT IT! 
3 LOCATIONS ON U.S. 1 
§•>~•1 
Canon 
t~U 1 RM:il 
JVC 
fa SANYO 
ORMOND 
672-3373 
S. DAYTONA 
788-0607 
NEW SMYRNA 
423-8336 
• PILOTING CAREERS - Monthly Magazine 
• THE PILOT JOB REPORT - The monthly job newsletter for career pilots 
• JET JOBS - Computer pilot job referral. Computer pilot selection; 
used by United and American Airlines, plus 100s of other airlines, 
corporations, rotary wing, aerial applicators, and flight training 
operators worldwide. 
• PILOT CAREER INFORMATION CENTER - Interview preparation, 
career counseling and decision assistance, industry briefings and 
company profiles. By phone. 
•PILOT EMPLOYMENT GUIDE - (60 page manual) 
•FLIGHT OPERATIONS DIRECTORY AND ADDRESS LISTS 
CALL OR WRITE TODAY! $96/YEAR 
4291-J Memorial Dr .. Decatur. GA 30032 ~ 
(404) 294-0226 VISA -·•~co} 4 ~ ;.;:.:d ~ 
- _) ,,_ auo. wru 
ALSO! Flight Attendant Hlrlng lnf0<motion. $35/year '""''"""'"' 
Aviation Mechanics Hiring lnf0<matton · $45/year • Aviation Resume Services 
CALL FAPA 24 HRS TOLL FREE. 1-800-JEI JOBS 
JULIAN'S Dining Room 
& Lounge 
Open 11 am Till 2 am 
Mini Bar 
~~~~G9·~= 
~~~~ii ·~ 
CHAR-BROILED 
PRIME WESTERN STEAKS 
• CHOPS • CHICKEN • SEAFOOD 
• ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY • 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
& 
DINING ROOM 
4:00 PM TO 11 :00 PM 
Everyday Including Sundays 
Plenty Of Free Parking Al The Door 
"ESTABLISHED UNDER 
THE SAME MANAGEMENT 
SINCE 1967" 
JULIAN LOPEZ - OWNER - MANAGER 
BUSINESS & PRIVATE PARTIES 
BANQUET FACILITIES IN OUR 
I 677-6767 I 
2 PRIVATE DINING ROOMS 88 S. Atlantlc Ave. Ormond Beach 
Known For Aviation Values 
(904) 252-3356 
Robert A. Spraker 
General Manager 
1104-J Bellville Rd. 
Daytona Beach, FL 32014 
"Congratulations Graduates ... " 
You are the Aviators of the Future" 
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THE PRESIDENl'S 
AIRPLANE 
If you're into flying like our president. John Baker is. you 
belong here, at AO PA. 
We're J :~Cub pilots. Cessna l 72 pilots. 'lhpacer pilots. 
,\ncl yes, some of us. like John Baker, also fly leased turboprop 
twins on long business trips. We have our 74 7 pilots. too. 
That's what makes J\OJ>A so special. So stimulating for over 
268,000 pilots around the world. 
We work togdhl'r-our staff of aviation professionals 
and our members-to protect your interests in general avi-
ation. Think about it. Who else slugs it out day after day 
in Washington with the U.S. Con~rress, the FAA, 
FCC, National Transportation Safety Board;, 
Who fights to fend off probable ii\ gas price increase<' Who 
stays 1ight on top of things to see that your righh a-; a pilot are 
not compromisl'Cli 1\obocly but AOPt\' 
Join us. Expe1ience the wann camarack1ie you ah\ay-; 
feel in the company of people who fly. Join us and l'njoy 
dozens of benefits that will make your flying more fun. ancl 
make you the safest pilot you can be. For full information on 
how you can proudly wear AOPA pilot wings and actively 
protect your 1ights as a general aviation pilot. \\ 1ite today 
to AOPA. I kpt. J-3. 421 Aviation Way, Fredt'1ick, 
MD 21701 or call :ml -6% -211:1 and ask 
for Lrni. 
AJRCAAFT OWNERS AND PILOTS ASSOCIATION 
JOit'\ 11.\KEI{~ J-:! Cl~~ 
Embry·Riddle 
Aeronautical Un1vers1ty 
The Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
Alumni Relations Office takes this oppor-
tunity to welcome you as our newest 
Alumni! You have worked long and hard to 
earn your Degree and now the Alumni 
Relations Office is here to ensure your 
continued contact with your University. 
The Alumni Relations Office publishes a 
quarterly newsletter known as the Eagles 
Nest which you will soon be receiving 
regularly. The Eagles Nest is printed for 
you, and is designed to give you a forum to 
voice your opinion, raise questions, or just 
let us know what you're up to! 
We are also involved in many service projects such as discount car rentals, Alumni 
travel plans, Alumni insurance programs, and Alumni Career Search to name a few. 
Perhaps you would like to be involved in referring students to your alma mater. If so, 
you are invited to join the Alumni Leadership Program which allows Alumni to refer 
qualified students to Embry-Riddle. 
Of course we are also involved with fund raising events throughout the year. 
The next step you take in your aviation career is one we need to take together! Keep us 
informed of your address changes! 
Congratulations and best wishes for a successful future! 
Call or write us at: Alumni Relations Office 
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
Star Route Box 540 
Bunnell, Florida 32010 
904/ 673-3180, ext. 141 
.. 
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SKYFEST '85 
Skyfest '85 opened March 30 to a warm and respective audience. But what made Skyfest unique among Florida airshows 
was that there was also a celebration of the twentieth anniversary of Embry-Riddle's move to Daytona Beach. This celebra-
tion was highlighted by tours of the campus, free toy gliders for the visitors, the appearence of a Cessna Crusader on the 
University's flight line and numerous Embry-Riddle alumni flying in aircraft for static display. 

- ~ \ -
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SKYFEST '85 
Flying displays delighted the crowds on Saturday and on Sunday. The United States Air Force Thunderbirds, Art Scholl an 
USAF A - 10 flight demostration and the Misty Blues Skydiving Team were new additions to the event which already includ-
ed other performers. They were the Eagles Aerobatic Team, Bob Hoover, Jim Franklin and Johnny Kazian. 
" 
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The airfield at Daytona Beach was seemingly buried beneath large aircraft including a C - SA Galaxy, a KC - 10, a KC -
135E, andaC-141. 
Many of the aircraft that were part of the static displays had been flown to Daytona Beach by Embry-Riddle Alumni. 
Charles MacArthur, '81, came flying a T - 34. The Tomcat. an F - 14 from NAS Oceana, Va., was flown by Bob Lambert, 
'77. The S - 3A Viking was flown by Alumni Phil Murphy and Daytona native Lt. Patchett. Chief Warrant 4 James Dent, '77, 
came flying his RV - 1 D Mohawk from Hunter AAF in Georgia. Most likely the sharpest aircraft in the static display area was 
the F - 111A, which was flown by former Embry-Riddle students Col. Jack Funke and Captain Chuck Bolvin, '73. Finally, 
the F - 16's were piloted by Scott Allen and Carl Jessup. Jessup is an AFROTC graduate of Embry-Riddle who left Daytona 
Beach in 1978. 
~· 
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STEPPING TOWARDS THE FUTURE ... 
President Reagan's State of the Union Address challenged the American public as John F. Kennedy had challenged the 
people in 1961. '' I believe that this nation should commit itself to achieving the goal, before this decade is out, of landing a 
man on the moon and returning him safely to Earth " said Kennedy. This speech electrified the nation and the dream 
became reality when Neil Armstrong stepped onto the moon. President Reagan, spoke of developing and building a per-
manently manned space station within ten years. 
Confronting a New Frontier, President Kennedy began it in 1961 and we continue it in 1985. The challenge of the X-29, an
 
unique and revolutionary aerodynamic design, will provide many years of work and study tor the Engineer. .. 
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... The Osprey Tilt-rotor is now under development. The tilt-rotor is the VTOL aircraft that promises the speed and range of 
a fixed wing aircraft with the hover and landing capabilities of the helicopter. This versatility will revolutionize not only 
military aviation but also medevac and corporate aviation as well. The Aerospace Industry is reaching a point where we, 
who are graduating, will be moving out from the aerodynamic station, the space shuttle program, and the future in general 
will provide the opportunity for great careers. 
An efficient new fleet of Douglas and Boeing Aircraft have now begun to ply the Atlantic Jet Routines. Two engine 
airplanes have been restricted from these routes because of the unreliability of single engine flight over water. The 767 has 
provided to be reliable for the flight over water. .. 
249 
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... The new aircraft and its assorted plumbing will have engineers, aviators and maintenance personnel studying and work-
i ing to make the airplane better and simpler. 
Embry-Riddle is trying to follow in the ideals espoused by President Kennedy in 1961 . 
May 6, 1985 was the much awaited grand opening of the Jack R. Hunt Memorial Library. First in the three phase construc-
tion plan the library resembled a United Parcel service delivery building, but provided room for the student to spread out 
and use the vast aviation related material that was provided. Eventually three buildings will fill up what is now a parking lot. 
A theater, meeting rooms, and computer labs will furnish the student with more resources in his Embry-Riddle experience ... 
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The 1985 Phoenix Yearbook was created from ideas of sharpness and new technology, and was influenced by many firsts and by 
notable changes in the university. 
The making of this book was not easy at all. In order to create a book which could be much better than older editions, the Phoenix 
Yearbook had to confront many changes. From a new kind of administration, new ideas, designs and formats, to almost a complete 
automatization by the use of computers. 
A complete year, full of long days and nights of hard and continuous working, was the only thing that was not changed from other 
years. During this time, a very good and hard working staff could not be ignored. Without the special help of Ray Natac, Joe 
Morano, Angela Rosato, Allen Berg, Robert Dixon, Arthur Theocles and also our advisor, Jean Snyder, this book could never have 
been completed. 
The help of other organizations such as the Avion, whose work and writing influenced the yearbook, could not be forgotten either. 
"Confronting a New Frontier," the theme used for the '85 Phoenix Yearbook represents in just a few words the ideas and goal of 
the Phoenix Staff. This goal was to create a book not only to remember a year at Embry-Riddle, but to make people think that this 
year will always be a part of everybody's future. 
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The opening of a new, 
high frontier will challenge 
the best that is in us. The 
new lands waiting to be built 
in space will give us a new 
freedom to search for better 
governmts. social systems, and 
ways of life, so that by our 
efforts during the decades 
ahead, our children may 
thereby find a world richer 
in opportunity. 
Dr Gerard K 0' Ne1 
President 
Space Stud•es Institute 
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